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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTIOO
This study was initiated under the full knowledge and consent of
the student's thesis chairman, who directed the basic background research
and advised on the content of this thesis.

A variation of dissemination

techniques have been studied and the wide variation of coincidental
dissemination problems have been considered.

Among the problems under

consideration, for the purpose of this thesis, are the following:
1.

the nature of educational factors peculiar to Eastern Kentucky,

2.

the nature of the locales utilizing dissemination services,

3.

the nature of the school personnel as being generally less
sophisticated in abstract exceptionalization than in areas
of higher industrial concentration.

This study was based initially upon logic and certain basic

'

assumptions from data which were compiled in the Eastern Kentucky
Educational Development Corporation operations.

This process included

the administering of Region VII's, Title III project for twenty counties
in Eastern Kentucky.
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
The problem of this study is to develop a feasible and appropriate

system of techniques of dissemination of information relative to
innovative programs, Title III, E.S.E.A., Region VII, Eastern Kentucky.
BASIC ASSUMPTIOO
This study was operative under certain basic assumptions, which
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included:
l,

that various dissemination factors for Region VII Eastern
Kentucky; Tit_le III, E,S,E,A. can be applied and refined then
reapplied and developed, to the end that they produce a
modus operandi which shall present an appropriate approach
in a situation of flux,

2,

that this study of dissemination techniques is necessary for
full effectiveness and efficiency in E,S,E,A, operations,

3,

that the techniques developed must be inclusive enough to
take in specific needs of the various levels of educational,
economic, and social groupings inherent in Eastern Kentucky's
school system.
BACKGROUND FOR STUDY

It has been stated that, ".the final phase of the innovative
process is dis_semination" •1 Glen Heathers, in explaining the processes
of developing and utilizing an innovation was referring to dissemination
around a single innovative "model",

This model should be field tested,

evaluated and found to produce favorable results before it is ready
for dissemination,

Heather gives the following guidelines for

dissemination of an innovative program:
Dissemination is more than advertising the innovation to potential
users and more than salesmanship in promoting its use, Properly,
the dissemination phase includes preparation of materials and
procedures that are designed to help school leaders decide whether
or not the innovation would benefit them, to help them determine
whether or not they have the resources to implement the innovation,
and to guide them in placing the innovation in action and evaluating
its outcomes.2
The procedures involved in such dissemination as Heather related,
frequently include demonstrations of an educational model often made

1Richard I, Miller, (ed.), Perspectives On Educational Change,
(New York: Appleton-Century-Crafts, 1967) p, 39,
2I6id,

operative in regional centers,

Regional demonstration centers were
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proposed by Henry M, Brickell in Organizing New York State for Educational Change, 3 Such working models can be observed and studied by
administrators, supervisors and teachers considering the adoption of a
similar innovation for their educational programs,
Dissemination of a single innovation is, perhaps, the final phase
of the process, but dissemination of a larger scaled project could
involve initial diffusion needs,

Brickell's chapter in Perspectives on

Educational Change gives the following commentary of dissemination,
,,,dissemination is the obverse of adoption, Dissemination is
sending; adaption is receiving, Dissemination is the activity
of an outside group offering a program for adoption by an inside
group,,,unless outside resources are devoted to the multiple
phases of dissemination - making the local school system aware
that an innovation exists, arousing its interest in it, demonstrating
it in a nearby location that looks a good deal like home, making
needed equipment and materials readily available, providing
initial training and following it up with continuing support and
encouragement, and assisting with the evaluation of the program authentic adoption and lasting use is not likely to occur,4
From Brickell's statement we can see a basis for earJy,dissemination
factors being used to i;timulate local school syi;t!!mS towarq __ a~cepting
educational change,

When an educational agency.is to create a,climate
.. "

'

"

for change, it should employ dissemination techniques almost from its
inception which will inform, arouse interest, involve appropriate personnel, and provide for observation and study,
General literature on educational innovations is abundant, but

3Henry M, Brickell, Or an1z1n New York State for Educational
Change, (Albany: New York State Education Department, 1961,
4

Mi11er, .!!E•

ill••

p,21,
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research literature on the processes for diffusing specific kinds of
innovation in local school systems to meet specific local needs is
almost non-existent.

In relating the current state of research knowledge

to educational change Egon Guba made the following observations:
••• findings that are directly generalizable to education are
sparce •
••• 5. Most innovations in other areas are disseminated through
institutionalized change agents (e.g., the county agricultural or
home extention agent); few effective institutionalized change agents
exist in education (possibly the textbook salesman) •
••• 6. The incentive for the adoption of most studied innovations
is economic (e.g., more bushels per acre); the economic motive,
while not eliminated in education, is displaced to a considerable
degree by a social motive. 5
Guba's observations point out an apparent gap present in educational
research studies.

He further comments that, 11 ••• it would be foolhardy

to suppose that the findings from research in other areas are directly
translatable into educational terms.

Rigorous reapplication is clearly

required. 116
In his chapter on "The Role of the State Education Department in
Educational Change" from Perspectives on Educational Change, Richard A.
Gibboney relates, "When one surveys the literature on change at the
state department level, several conclusions are apparent.

The most

obvious one relates to the incredible paucity of such studies. 117 Mr.
Gibboney, who is Commissioner of Education for the State of Vermont was

5Egon Guba, "Related Research and Development," a section of a
research proposal. (Columbus, Ohio, Ohio State University, 1965) PP• 1921 (Mimeographed).
6 Ibid.
7Miller, fil!•

ill•, P• 21.
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previously the Deputy Superintendent for Research and Development,
Pennsylvania State Department of Education.

His work with educational

research led him to make the following statement:
"Hard" research data on the vital role of state agencies in
facilitating educational change is not available - such has
been the neglect of this problem by educational researchers,
writers, and social scientists. Even bad studies relating
directly to the topic could not be found which is something of
a "first" in educational writing.a
The dissemination of information around educational innovations
is a complex process involving data on the acceptance of, and resistance
to, feedback.

One of the problems of this study will be to discover

feasible techniques for stimulating the continual process of educational
change.

Many innovations are tried through the technique of "action

research" by classroom teachers who never share their findings or experiences with other teachers
or with their principals or supervisors.
,

Thus,

many significant innovations are not documented, validated or shared.
At a meeting of the Eastern Kentucky Educational Development Corporation
Evaluation Advisory Committee on the campus of Morehead State University,

Mr. Reedus Back made the following comment regarding University Breckinridge's ungraded primary model for Region VII:
The greatest advantage which occurred in implementing the
ungraded model was the resulting improved communications between
teachers. Teachers began to share with each other what they
were doing. 9

8Miller, .QE• cit., P• 121
9Reedus Back, Director University Breckinridge School, (Morehead
State University, Morehead, Kentucky), 1968.
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Such sharing or lack of sharing by classroom teachers, as related to the
diffusion of information on educational innovations, shall ·be one of the
areas of study for this thesis,
STATEMENT OF NEED FOR THIS STUDY
In as much as there appears to be a lack of published research
materials on dissemination techniques for specific educational innovations,
it is the feeling of the investigator that the analysis of dissemination
techniques herein proposed will make a significant contribution to educational research, especially as these techniques relate to a process for
bringing about needed and lasting change in local school districts.
DEFINITIONS OF TERMS USED
INNOVATIVE - Innovative shall be interpreted to mean a change made in
the established way of doing things.
TI11.E

ill -

Title III shall be interpreted as meaning that part of Public

Law 89-10, E,S,E,A,, which provides for grants to local agencies for
innovative educational projects.
E,S,E,A. - E,S,E.A. shall be interpreted as the Elementary and Secondary
Education Act of 1965, Under Title III of this act, school districts
may request funds for planning and/or operating educational projects
from the United States Office of Economic Opportunity.
E.K.E,D,C. - E,K,E,D,C, shall be interpreted to mean Eastern Kentucky
Educational Development Corporation which was created in 1966 to administer
a cooperative project for educational improvement under the provisions
of Title III for twenty counties in Eastern Kentucky,

E.K.E.D.C. is
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operative under the direction of the following personnel:
Mr, Edwin R, Jones, Director

Mr, Frank Hamilton, Assistant Director
Board of Directors, E,K,E,D,C,
Oran Teater, President
Paintsville Schools
William Cheek, Vice President
Lawrence County Schools
Bueford Risner, Secretary
Bath County Schools
Carl Hatcher
Pike County Schools
Foster "Sid" Meade
Lewis County Schools
Charles Straub
Mason County Schools
Walton Jones
Morgan County Schools
Ronda! Hart
University Breckinridge School
Allen B, Perry
Paintsville Board of Education
Dr, James B, Graham
Ashland Independent Schools
The Paintsville Independent Board of Education, which acts as the
fiscal agent for E,K,E,D,C,'s financial operations, is composed of the
following members:
Mrs, Rebecca Lewis, Chairwoman
Dr, Joe R, Conley
Clarence C, Cooper, Vice Chairman
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W. D. Salyers
Allen B. Perry (Liaison E.K.E.D.C. Board)
REGION VII - Region VII shall be interpreted to mean a twenty county
area of Eastern Kentucky designated by the Kentucky State Department of
Education as Region VII for the administration of Title III projects.
The twenty counties of Region VII Eastern Kentucky are,
Bath County
Bracken County
Boyd County
Carter County
Elliott County
Fleming County
Floyd County
Greenup County
Johnson County
Lawrence County

Lewis County
Magoffin County
Martin County
Mason County
Menifee County
Montgomery County
Morgan County
Pike County
Robertson County
Rowan County

DISSEMINATION - Dissemination shall be interpreted to mean the sending
out of information and materials which would help school personnel decide
how an innovative practice could help them.
PROJECT - Project shall be interpreted to mean the operation of a cooperative Title III grant under the provisions of Public Law 89-10, E.S.E.A.
PROGRAM - Program shall be interpreted to mean the innovative approach
to an educational problem being adapted-adopted by a local school district.
NON PUBLIC SCHOOLS - Non public schools shall be interpreted to mean those
Catholic Schools included in the Diocese of Covington.
are as follows:
Holy Family
Ashland, Kentucky
Our Lady of the Mountains
Paintsville, Kentucky

These schools
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St. Augustine
Augusta, Kentucky
St. Patrick
Mount Sterling, Kentucky
St. Francis
Pikeville, Kentucky
St. Juliana
Prestonsburg, Kentucky
LIMITATIOOS OF THIS STUDY
This study shall be operative under the following limitations:
1.

The period of reporting, studying and observing shall be
limited to the academic school year of 1967-68.

2.

The study shall be limited to an area known as Region VII,
Eastern Kentucky, for Title III, E.S.E.A. administrative
purposes.

3.

The types of dissemination shall be limited to those considered
within the realm of Eastern Kentucky Educational Development
Corporation's activities which include the resultant data
and publications (brochures, handbooks, newsletters, news
releases, radio, and TV releases and memoranda) information
developed for/or derived from seminars and workshops, which
includes audio visual dissemination materials.
PROCEDURES

This study utilized the following procedures in the collection of
the data:
l.

Surveys and questionnaires were developed and applied to the
personnel involved in any aspect of the E.K.E.D.C.

2. The techniques of exploratory dissemination included:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)

flyers
newsletters
charts
diagrams
statistical data
tape recordings (summarization)
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(g)
(h)
(i)
(j )
(k)
(1)
(m)

over head projections
slides
formal verbai presentations
brochures
telephone conversations
news releases and articles
regional seminars

3.

Dissemination instruments and techniques were by-products of
experimentation and manipulation. Performance was the criteria.
Effectiveness was measured by means of a regional survey measuring readiness for change.

4.

From these results conclusions were drawn and an appropriate
and utilitarian system of technique (instrument-organ) for
the continuous dissemination of data collected by the E.K.E.D.C.
was developed and validated.
ORGANIZATICN OF THE STUDY

This thesis is organized into four additional chapters as follows:
Chapter II includes the determination of. the nature of materials and
information to be disseminated.

Chapter III includes the development

of instruments and techniques for dissemination.
the dissemination of information.
and conclusions of the study.

Chapter II/ includes

Chapter V includes the summary

The appendicies include samples of

disseminated materials, assessment and evaluation instruments, an
analysis of the evaluation instruments, and the Region VII, Title III,
E.S.E.A. Dissemination Plan.

CHAPTER II
DETERMINATIOO OF THE NATURE OF
MATERIALS AND INFORMATIOO
TO BE DISSEMINATED
Information investigated in this thesis was a derivative of the
on going activities of the Title III project phases as they were entered
into.

Background information on the nature of the project, the nature

of the Region and the personnel participating in the project, is herein
presented.
I.

THE NATURE OF THE PROJECT

Region VII, Eastern Kentucky's Title III, E.S.E.A. project was
initiated by school superintendents as a cooperative effort to take
advantage of creative approaches to the Region's educational problems.
The first regional meeting to discuss a regional concept for utilizing
Title III monies was held November 2, 1965 at Morehead State University.
Among the administrators there existed a common feeling of the need for
educational change.

To carry out their plans for the development and

administration of a regional Title III project, they formed the Eastern
Kentucky Educational Development Corporation.
Superintendents of this twenty county region elected a ten member
EKEDC Board of Directors to represent the local school administrators
in giving direction and leadership.

Throughout the project operation,

this board and its working committees have met at least once a month
in administering the project, and their discussions, decisions

(
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and findings hold great significance for this study.
The applicant agency and fiscal agent for the project, the Paintsville Board of Education, received approval of the planning grant from
the United States Office of Education on June 13, 1966.

Immediately EKEDC

set up offices on the campus of Morehead State University and coordinated
the preparation of the operational grant proposal entitled, "Foundation
for Educational Innovations."

This propos·a1 was submitted to the USOE

on September 1, 1966 and received approval for its first operational period
beginning March 1, 1967.

The project is presently operating under its

third continuation grant.
The most basic objective of Region VII's Title III project was to
develop an operational educational leadership model.

The educators who

met to discuss the possibility of a regional Title III project in 1965
were cognizant of the lack of communication which existed between administrators and local educators.

Also they recognized that a lack of commu-

nication existed between themselves and the Region's institutions of
higher learning.

Further, these men sought to remedy the lack of coor-

dinated energies and activities in the field of improving and updating
local educational programs.

All these conditions pointed up the need

to develop administrative leadership functional to educational success.
Since true leaders will share information with others, cooperative planning
formed the basic element of the "Educational Model for Leadership."
This model (see the following page) has been followed in administering the Title III project.

Administrators have also followed the model

in developing their programs on the local level, and they are employing
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EDUCATIONAL MODEL FOR LEADERSHIP
Assessment of Local Needs
Problem Identification
by Local Administrative Staff and Faculty
Assisted by Consultants
Develop Action Involving
Local Staff, Faculty, Lay Personnel
and Consultants
Acquiring Knowledge
.
on Identified Problems and Seeking
Consultative Services from Model Programs
Training Local Staff
For Project Implementation through
The Assistance of Consultants
Administrative Staff, Faculty and University Personnel
Develop Plans for
Exemplary Programs to be Implemented
Implementation of Local Programs
with Assistance from
Consultants
Continuous Evaluation and Refinement by Staff, Faculty
and Consultants
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this process of leadership inherent in the model for developing other
school programs in their local districts.

Study of the model reveals

the built-in dissemination factor of sharing information with others.
The successful completion of each step requires an understanding of the
preceding step and the involvement of appropriate personnel to effectively
execute that step.

Similarly, each step of the process lays a foundation

for succeeding steps by injecting a necessary element for the total
leadership process.
One of the guiding factors which shaped the activities of this
regional Title III project was a study and determination of what process
is necessary to bring about change.

The decision-making structure in

education is complex and often uncoordinated.

Educational decisions are

made by schools and departments of education which train teachers.

The

Kentucky State Department of Education exercises legal authority over
education.

Local schools determine operational policies. Colleges and

universities perform most of the research.

School boards are elected by

the lay public, as are members of the legislature.

In order to bring

about meaningful and lasting educational change, all of these educational
decision makers must be meaningfully involved in the change process.
These different roles in the educational system have to be coordinated
with one another to affect change. 10
Superintendents in Eastern Kentucky were convinced that singly none
of them could bring about significant change in their local schools.
10nr. Hendrik Gideonse, "The National Program of Educational
Laboratories," Appalachian Advance, Vol. 1, No. l (October, 1966), P. 20.
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They felt that by collectively engaging in the creation of a new instution
this lack of educational opportunity in their schools could be alleviated.
Thus we see the reason for the establishment of EKEDC which served to
coordinate the elements of the change process.

EKEDC became the regional

vehicle through which the different elements of teacher education programs,
researchers, state educational agencies, federal agencies, local schools,
private industry, regional and community colleges, and the lay public
were all involved.
Upon notice of the approval for the first operational grant of
this regional project, immediate dissemination materials were required
to inform local public and non-public school administrators of the services
available to them under the Public Law 89-10, Title III, E.S.E.A. grant.
An initial dissemination instrument was written, duplicated and mailed to

the superintendents of the original eighteen counties of Region VII, which
included thirty-three school districts.

This instrument which explains

the organization of EKEDC and t_he services offered appears in Appendix A
of this thesis.

Also in Appendix A are c9pies of a brochure in two stages

of develoµnent.

The purpose of the brochure was similar to that of the

initial instrument, with the additional'purpose of "selling" the project
services to those school districts ih Region VII not already making use
of the services.

Hence the early project activities involved disseminating

information.
One of the initial tasks of the project was to make an assessment
of what educational problems and needs existed at the time.

This assess-

ment will be more fully discussed at a later time in the thesis, however
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it appears advisable to state that this assessment supplied much
information for dissemination to the consumer.

The method of development

of this instrument was in itself a dissemination technique.

A committee

of twelve educational personnel, representative of the Region were called
upon to work with consultants in drawing up an instrument which could
be used by all schools in the Region to assess local educational needs.
This activity had as one of its purposes, the objective of developing
dissemination techniques.

From this committee evolved the vehicle for

the initial phase of the project.

Involvement of the Region's educators

in the development of the assessment instrument helped to diffuse information on the nature and intent of the survey to the local districts, and
thus allayed fears or misgivings which might have arisen had a commercially
prepared instrument been employed.
Following the development of the needs assessment vehicle, EKEDC's
staff went into the local participating districts and administered the
instrument.

As a service to each of these districts, EKEDC prepared an

analysis of the results, utilizing averages in color codes on a graph
presentation to indicate the source of the response to each item.

This

needs assessment analysis was presented to the superintendent of each
participating district to be used as a basis for the selection of an
innovative program which would meet the identified local needs.
At this point it appears advisable to offer, for reasons of clarity,

*The schools included in the Diocese of Covington are counted as
one non-public system.
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the composite results of the twenty highest priority concerns of school

districts in Region VII.

It should be noted from Table I on the following

page, that the profile includes data for each responding group and is
arranged in ascending order of desirability.

The greatest needs appeared

to center around continuous progress in ungraded programs, special
education classes and special educational services, released time for
teachers for individual and group in-service study or planning, paraprofessionals as supportive staff, professional and curricular ma~erials,
and realistic leadership programs for development and training to assure
development and initiation of programs.
The program selection phase of the project was carried out by
committees of local educational personnel from each district meeting
with consultants to evaluate, categorize and interpret needs.

Table II

on page 21 presents the programs selected by the participating school
districts.

The nature and extent of the programs selected and personnel

involvement can be readily seen through analysis of Table II.

Again

the involvement of local personnel became a factor in disseminating
information about the needs and possible solutions to meeting these
needs.

By

analyzing Tables I and II the high degree of relationship

between the educational programs which were selected and attitudes,
services, facilities,'and processes which received the lowest rating by
respondents can be ascertained.
The programs selected by the thirty-three participating public and
non public school districts fell into the following general innovative
approaches:

Continuous Progress; Non Graded Primary and Elementary;

TABLE I
TOTAL GROUP TABULATIONS*
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2,7 1.8 2.6 2., 2.7 2.4 2.3
2.3 2.1 2.8 2.0 2.7 2.7 2.4
2,4 2.1

2.6 2.7 2.0 3,0 2.6
,,

2.7 2.1 2.6 2.6 3,0 3,1 2.7
o_date our efforts and achievements in providing special
ducation programs for various groups (emotionally disurbed, mentally retarded, slow learner, physically
andica--d- and talented are:
he emphasis in special provisions for the rapid learner
s comnared with other snecial nrouns is:
he program for working with students having special
ealth nroblems is:
he ability of our present school buildings to accommodate
eeded curriculum activities is:
he extent to which substitue teachers are
vailable is:
revisions made for clerical assistants of teacher aides
o relieve teachers of non-"~ofessional chores are:
he programs of guidance designed to provide for indivi- ual differences in student abilities is:
he program developed for pupil-teacher conferences is:

2.4 2,5 2.7 2.8 ·3.1 3.1 2.8
2.0 2.7 3.0 2.9 3.0 3.1 2.9
2.9

2,8 3.1 2.2 3.2 3.2 2,9

2.9 2.7 3.0 2.8 3.0 2.9 2,9
3,0 2.7 2.9 2.9 3.1 3.0 2.9
2.0 2.3 2,8 3.0 3.2 3.2 2.9
3,1 2.8 3,1 3.0 3,2 3.0 3.0

3,3 2.5
he involvement of teachers in developing salary·schedules
nd other nolicies related to their well-beinn is:
2.8 2.4
he efforts to identify and provide for all kinds·of
necial student nrouns are:
2.9 2,8
rocedures and schedules for parent-teacher conferences
re:
3,1 2.7
revisions for all types of adequate equipment to serve
ur school are:
3,2 2.9
he public sentiment toward school financial organization
nd oneration is:
3,1 2.7
he planned program of orientation each year for new
eachers is:
3.2 2,6
he involvement of committees working to effect curriculum
mnrovement is:
3,3 2.9
:aterials and space for the professional library are:
3.0 2.8
Regional Sample

3.3 2.6 3,2 3,3 3.0
2,9 3.1 3,2 3.3 3.0
3.1 2,8 3,1 3,1 3.0
3.3 2.9 3,3 3,3 3,1
3,3 2.8 3,2 2.9 3,1
3,2 3,0 3.4 3,2 3.-1 ·
3.5 2.9 3,2 3.3 3.1
3.3 2,6 3.4 3.1 3,1
3,0 3.1 3,4 3,2 3.1
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TABLE II
Number of
Professional
Persons Involved

>ol District
Land Independent
1 County
I County
:ker
lettsburg Ind,
:view Ind,
, Family
:ken County
Augustine
James
:er County
Lott County
~ing County
rd County
Juliana
mup County
mup Ind,
!land Ind,
;ell Ind,
1son County
1tsville Ind,
Lady of the Mts.
~ence County
;s County
,n County
;ville Ind,
Patrick
;fee County
Jan County
! County
!Ville Ind,
Francis
!rtson County
in County
,, Breck, Sch,

TOTAL

10
5
6
5
3
4
2

l
1
8
4
5
14
1
7
3
3
4
6
4
1
5
6
5
4

2
4
5
20
4
1
2
5
2
147

Program
Selected
Ungraded
Ungraded
Extended Special Ed,
Pre-School
Student-Teacher-Aide
Ungraded Primary
Ungraded Primary
Pre-School
Reading
Reading
Pre-School
Teacher Aide
Ungraded Primary
Ungraded Team Teaching
Reading
Reading
Ungraded
Reading
Cont, Prog, In-Service
Ungraded Elementary
Extended Special Ed,
Ungraded
ReadingReading
Reading
Reading
Ungraded Reading
Educa, Cultural Center
Occupational Training
Ungraded
Team Teaching
Reading
Extended Special Ed,
Extended Special Ed,
Ungraded

Consultant
William Perkins
Dr, J, B, Kincheloe
Dr. Bradley Clough
Richard Hinge
Dr, Milan B, Dady
Dr, Palmer Hall
Rev, John Riefsnyder

Dr, Palmer Hall
Dr. J, B, Kincheloe
Rev, John Riefsnyder
Dr, Robert Goodpaster
Dr, Robert Ogletree
Dr, Arville Wheeler
Dr, Arville Wheeler
Rev, John Riefsnyder
Dr, Arville Wheeler
Dr, Arville Wheeler
Dr, Charles Ross
Dr, Charles Ross
Rev, John Riefsnyder
Dr, Palmer Hall
Dr, Robert Ogletree
Dr, A, A, Page
Dr, A, A, Page
Rev, John Riefsnyder
Dr, A, A, Page
Dr, A, A, Page
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Team Teaching; Developmental Reading; Teacher Aides; Extended Special
Education; Educational-Cultural Enrichment; Vocational Education and
Guidance; Pre-School and Curriculum Development Through In-Service.
In the sUDJner of 1967 workshops were held to provide inservice
education for teachers to be involved in the innovative programs.

These

workshops produced data v1hich had to be disseminated to participating
and non-participating schools.

EKEDC assimilated data on the project

organization, services available, personnel involved, progress being
made by participating schools and published its first newsletter to inform
the educational and lay public of Region VII's Title III project activities.
This Innovator appears in Appendix A of this thesis as one of the techniques
of dissemination.

Table III presents the inservice workshop topics with

the number of participants and the participating schools.

The workshops

involved representative groups of teachers for the purpose of determining
the nature of techniques for developing their local innovative programs.
Consultants worked with the workshop participants to explore fully the
selected innovative program area and component parts.
The next phase of the project involved on-site visitations to a
program similar to the one selected by the local school district.

These

visitations were made outside of the region-most of them being made outside
the state of Kentucky.

One primary thrust of this phase was to signifi-

cantly involve local lay persons and the board of education members in
observing and studying these exemplary innovative practices.

This phase

of the project was a dissemination function-getting people to see something in operation in a credible situation.

Those board members and lay
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TABLE III

WORKSHOP TOPICS

NUMBER OF
WORKSHOP PARTICIPANTS

.anned Program of Cur.um Development Through
,rvice Education"

5

Graded School"

13

SCHOOLS PARTICIPATING

Russell Independent School
District
Fleming County

.fee County Educational
1ral Program"

4

Menifee County Public School
District

.vidualized Instruction"

13

Bath County, Morgan County,
and Greenup Independent
School District

•aded Elementary School
Necessary Auxiliary
•ations"

20

Pike County Schools

·ching Grade Line Break1gh for More Effective
.ng Instruction"

19

Maysville Independent, Mason,
Lewis, Pike Counties,
St. Juliana, St. Francis

lent-Teacher-Aide Program

7

Catlettsburg Independent School
District, Elliott County
Public Schools

,lopmental Reading"

7

Greenup County Public School
District

,ptional Children in the
iroom"
1

Teaching and Non-Graded"

•Graded Primary"

TOTAL

17

Rowan, Boyd, Paintsville,
Robertson Counties

24

Floyd County, Pikeville Independent School Districts

11

University Breckinridge School,
Fairview Independent, Holy
Family, Our Lady of the Mountains

133
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persons who experienced the observation and study returned to the local
school districts in full support of the new programs being developed,
Evaluations which were returned indicated that local board members were
as anxious as the professional staff to complete implementation of the
programs,
Superintendents and certain members of their supervisory and
teaching staffs observed and studied these programs to learn methods of
administering, supervising and teaching of the new selected programs.
Table DI on the following page shows some of the programs which have been
studied and visited by the school districts of Region VII participating
in this Title III project,
An analysis of Table DI reveals that there were thirty-nine visitations made outside the state of Kentucky,
made to non-graded models,

Ten of these visitations were

It is interesting to note that Pike County

had twenty-four professional participants doing study and observation
in fine selected sites., three of which were outside the state of Kentucky,
Reading programs were v,isited_by eleven of the local districtsl and of
these programs, six were'J.o,cated outside the state,
The local districts succeeded in involving a total of fifty-eight
members of their boards of education - and a total of thirty-four lay
persons in this study and observation phase,
Floyd County
schools had a most successful visitation experience
,,.. -.,•
from the dissemination view point, for they involved fourteen professionals,
four board members, and two lay persons in their observation of Team
Teaching at Elizabeihto\"111, Pennsylvania,
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TABLE J.V

rRICT

County

PROGRAM

Non Graded

County
and Ind.
ettsburg Ind.

Special Ed.
No Obersvation
Teacher Aides

view Ind.

Non Graded
,

Familylt-

Non Graded

ken County
Augustine*

Pre-School
Reading Levels

James*
er County
ott County

Intermediate Reading
Pre-School
Facilities Study
Teacher Aides

ing County

Non Graded

d County
Juliana*

Team Teaching
Reading

nup County
nup Ind.
land Ind.

Developmental
Reading
Non Graded
Devel. Reading

ell Ind.

Curriculum

son County

Non Graded

tsville Ind.

Special Ed.

Lady of the Mts.*

Non Graded

PLACE
OBSERVATICN

NO. OF
PARTICIPANTS BOARD OTilE
PROFESSICNAL MEMBERS LAY

Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.
Nova - Miami
Springfield, Ill.
Clearwater, Fla.
Pinellas County
Cadiz, Ky.
Trigg County
Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.
Nova - Broward City School
Punta Gorda, Fla.
Xenia Center for Ed. Pro.
Xenia, Ohio
Kalido, Ohio, Elem.

6

5

2

2

5
4

1

4

5

2

4

5

2

14
2

4

2

7

5

2

3
4

1
5

3
2

5

3

2

5

5

2

5

4

2

3
2

1
1

Fayette County Schools
Clearwater, Fla.
Pinellas County
Miami, Fla.
Dade County
Elizabethtown, Penn.
Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.
Nova Schools
Upper Marlboro, Md.
Miami, Fla. Dade County
Fairfax, Virginia
Arlington, Virginia
Reidsville, N. C.
Reidsville City Schools
Garden Springs Elem.
Lexington, Ky.
Lincoln Co. Schools
Stanford, Ky.
Nova Schools
Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.
Champaign, Ill.
Univ. of Va.
Charlottsville, Va.
Owensboro, Ky.
City and Co. Schools
Cleveland, Ohio
Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.
Nova Schools

2
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TABLE IV CON'T.

RICT

PROGRAM

ence County

Reading

s County
n County
ville Ind.
Patrick!Eysville)
Patrick!E• Sterling)
fee County

Reading
Reading
Reading
Reading Levels

an County
County

Non-Graded
Science
Ed. ,Cµltural
Enrichment Pro.
Occupational
and Ed. Guidance
Non Graded

ville Ind.
Francis*

Team Teaching
Reading

rston County
n County

Special Ed,
Special Ed,

ersity Breck.

Non Graded

Public*

NO. OF
PLACE OF PARTICIPANTS
OBSERVATICN PROFESSICNAL
Decatur, Ala,
Nashville, Tenn,
Decatur, Ala,
Lupton City, Tenn,
No Observation
Lexington, Ky.
Lansdowne School
Lexington, Ky,
Lansdowne-School
No Observation
Quincy Vocational
Technical H. S.
Quincy, Mass,
Dade County ( 24)
Miami, Fla,
Oakleaf Elem,
Pittsburgh, Penn,
Garden Spring
Lexington, Ky,
Horace Mann '
Newton, Mass.
Lexington School System
Lexington, Mass,
Dade County, Fla,
Xenia Center for Ed, Pro,
Xenia, Ohio
Kalido, Ohio, Elem,
Lexington, Ky.
Charlottsville, Va,
Univ, of Va,
Champaign, Ill.
Fayette County, Ky,
Garden Springs,
Lexington, Ky.
Flint Michigan
Community Sch.
Detroit Public Schools

BOARD OTI!ER
MEMBERS LAY

6

5

l
l

5

5

2

6
1

1

3

6

l

l

24

3

4
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Many of the superintendents secured the services of personnel from the
programs they visited to come to Kentucky and work with their staffs in
the areas of program implementation planning and development of curriculum
guides and instructional materials, thus extending this dissemination
process.
Dr, Hendrik Gideonse, Director of the USOE Program Planning and
Development Staff, commented upon effective dissemination of educational
practices,

Dissemination is not just spreading information.

just a newsletter telling people what's available,
tional availability,

It is not

Dissemination is func-

Teachers and administrators should decide to use

or not use an idea, because they really know how to use it in a situation, 11
This kind of dissemination is what was effected in the observation and
study and later phases of the Region VII project,

Dr, Gideonse adds,

This concept of dissemination means that you get involved in all
kinds of human development projects, teacher training, school
board workshops, institutes, and so on so that people can get in
and see and learn some of the things that are going on in education
not just learn about them,12
It was this kind of involvement of the Region's personnel in meaningful
activities which was treated and analyzed, along with other dissemination
techniques,
Part of the first operational grant included the provision for the
establishment of one non-graded model program.

The University Breckin-

ridge School of Morehead State University implemented this model for the

11Gideonse, .212·
12 Ibid,

ill•,

p,18,

--:...

::

Region which became operative in September 1967.
have observed this model non-graded program.
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Teachers and administrators

Even those schools which

developed other kinds of innovative programs took advantage of this model
for observation and study.

It is interesting to note from the dissemi-

nation-view point that twenty-four local school districts of the Region
implemented some form of the continuous progress program.

This "spin-

of~• effect of the Region's non~graded model tends to substantiate the
theory that ideas tend to come into practice in the same place where they
first occur.

The Breckinridge staff did research, developed their model

in a conventional facility, and molded themselves into disseminators.

II.

THE NATURE OF THE REGICN
AND THE PERSONNEL

The schools of Eastern Kentucky resemble schools in the rest of
the United States.
found elsewhere.

They vary from excellent to very poor as do schools
Those differences which do exist in Eastern Kentucky

schools are differences of degree.

More of the schools in Region VII

reached toward the low extreme than do schools of the rest of the country.
There were 363 public elementary schools in Region VII in 1966.
One hundred and thirty-seven or 37.7 per cent of all elementary schools
in the Region were one room schools.
The achievement level of 1,724 eighth grade students sampled in
Region VII was lower than the national norm.

Results showed that 67.8

per cent of the Region's students scored below the national norm; there
were 6.3 per cent of the students who attained the national norm; the
remaining students surpassed the norm.
There were 89,409 students, grades 1-12, enrolled in public schools
in Region VII during 1965-1966.

There were 65,334 elementary students

and 24,075 secondary students.

Table Von the following page shows five

different teaching areas and the number of people teaching in these
areas in Region VII.

Table VI on page 29'shows the number of students,

elementary, to various staff members.

There were 605 students per

principal, 5,386 students per assistant principal, 2,922 students for
each director of pupil personnel, and 1,149 students for each librarian.
The ratio of 3,400 students to l guidance counselor, which is much higher
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TABLE V
RATIO OF SECONDARY STUDENTS TO SPECIFIC STAFF MEMBERS
FOR REGIOO VII, 1965-66

Region

Driver Ed.
Teachers

Indust. Art
Teachers

24,075

24,075

Number
!rs

10.2

15.5

of Students
aff Members

2,360

1,553

Nl.!IDber
:lary Students

Art
Teachers

. 24,075
29.7
811

P. E.
Teachers

Music
Teachers

24,075

24,075

54.l

73.8

445

••
-· Division of Instructional Services, Principal's Annual Report, Kentucky State
Department of Education, Frankfort, Kentucky, 1966.

326
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TABLE VI

RATIO OF TOTAL ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY STUDENTS TO STAFF MEMBERS
FOR REGIOO VII, 1965-~6

l Region

Principals

l Number
tudents

89,409

89,409

89,409

. -..,,_ ·-...-_
89,409

89,409

l Number
hers

147.8

16.6

30.6

77.8

26.3

5,386

2,922

1,149

3,400

o of Students
taff Members
ce:

Assistant Director of
Librarians
Principals Pupil Personnel

Guidance
Counselors

'~

605

Division of Instructional Services, PrinciEal's Annual ReEort, Kentucky State
Department of Education, Frankfort, Kentucky, 1966.
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than the state approved ratio of 600 to 1, or the recommended ratio of
300 to 1.
Eighty-nine per cent of the teachers having degrees in the Region
received their last degree in Kentucky; 16.5 per cent of this total
received their degrees locally (within the county where they are employed).
Refer to Table VII on.the following page.

A significant fact not shown

in Table VII is that in one county of the Region 97.1 per cent of the
teachers received their degrees in-state; of this total, 67.7 per cent
received their degrees locally.
Nearly half (48 per cent) of the degree teachers in Region VII
received their last degree within the last three years.

Taking all

teachers into consideration, including non-degree teachers, 54.8 per cent
have been teaching more than ten years.

Up to less than five years ago

a very great number of teachers did not have bachelor degrees.
;

4

{

For the most part, the teaching techniques of these teachers tended

to duplicate what the teachers had seen or experienced.

The statistics

just ·presented would indicate .the high degree of regional educational
inbreeding which existed prior to the initiation of the Title III project.
The subject content of the courses taught by these teachers was deficient
for these reasons also.

Educative experience was not·a planned experience

with a view to understanding the youth of Eastern Kentucky.
During the 1965-66 school year, twenty-six of the twenty-eight
public school districts in Region VII held in-service programs:

two

districts held no programs, six held one, twenty held two in-service
programs.

No planned follow-up was indicated for any program, and written
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TABLE VII
NUMBER AND PERCENT OF TEACHERS HAVING EARNED THEIR DEGREES
LOCAL, STATE OR OUT OF STATE
FOR
REGICN VII AND SUB-REGICNS

Local*

State

Out of State

opolitan
::entral City

Number
Percent

0
o.o

289
63.l

169
36.9

r Urban

Number
Percent

34
10.a

243
76.9

39
12.3

1 Farm

Number
Percent

98
12.2

648
so.a

56
7.0

1 Non-Farm

Number
Percent

351
25.8

946
· 69. 7

61
4.5

1 Region

Number
Percent

483
16.5

2126
72.5

325
11.0

* College degrees earned within the county where the teacher is now employed
ce:

Division of Instructional Services, Principal's Annual Report, Kentucky State
Department of Education, Frankfort, Kentucky,1966.
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evaluations were made for only 38 per cent of the in-service programs.
These data indicate1

(1) that only prefunctory value was placed upon

in-service education because of the lack of planned follow-up, lack of
evaluation, and infrequent occurence of in-service programs.

(2) The

paucity of in-service programs directed toward strengthening educational
leadership is evidenced by the fact that only one program of this nature
was held in Region VII during the 1965-66 school year.

(3) A general

weakness is noted by the fact that teachers were involved in planning
only fifty-two per cent of the in-service programs.
The hills of Eastern Kentucky are full of little regions quite
effectively isolated from one another.

There is an isolation of spirit

stemming from generations of poverty and "mountain ways" that is perhaps
a more important cause for the backwardness of the schools.
Though the schools of Eastern Kentucky desperately needed innovations
which promised to deal effectively with the Region's educational needs,
the people had been reluctant to change.
effect a changelessness in men's minds.

The hills themselves seemed to
More tangible causes existed.

The area has not shared the country's present prosperity.

The trend of

population flow has been out rather than in, reducing the influx of new
ideas and expectations.

The legal structure of communities, counties,

and, at times, even the very policy and organizational structure of the
school systems, contributed to the inhibition of change.
The statistics presented in this section of the thesis illustrate
the lack of educational opportunity that existed in Region VII.

Also

these presentations reflect that economic want and regional isolation have
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exacted their toll in Region VII.

It is for these reasons that such

educational practices as the utilization of teacher aides were truly
innovative in Eastern Kentucky.

Many other schools in the country have

had individualized instruction or continuous progress programs for the
past few years, but these programs represented change in Eastern Kentucky,
and change itself was the innovation here.

CHAPTER III
DEVELOPMENT OF INSTRUMENTS AND
TECHNIQUES FOR DISSEMINATIOO
In the process of determining the nature of materials and information
to be disseminated it became abundantly clear that certain instruments and
techniques for dissemination would need to be developed.

Equally obvious

was the fact that more than instruments and techniques would be involved.
The wide diversity of problems and natures of materials and situations
would make a total system of techniques obligatory.

For purposes of

organization these dissemination techniques are presented in categories
determined by the general purpose for which the technique was employed.
I.

SURVEY INSTRUMENTS AND INTERPRETIVE MATERIALS

Survey Instruments
In order to make-.a full assessment and evaluation of situational
differences and deviations, survey instruments and techniques of recording information logically and accurately were mandatory.

Consequently,

survey instruments were developed in such a fashion that they would indicate such things as:

educational differences, intellectual differences,

economic differences, numbers of students, numbers of teachers, numbers
of administrators and supervisory personnel, numbers of special service
persons, amounts of time devoted to preparation, kinds of in-service programs, provisions for special education techniques, etc.
Administrators and teachers alike were aware that problems and
deficiencies existed, but their awareness of the extent of the problems
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was vague.

The development, administration and analysis of assessment

and evaluation instruments by committees of the Region's educators
themselves tended to eliminate this vagueness.

Because superintendents,

supervisors, teachers, non-professionals, students and lay persons were
surveyed in each local district, needs were identified and disseminated
systematically. Local survey results were analyzed by local teams;
regional survey results were computed·and disseminated by EKEOC-to all
superintendents.
From a study in depth of the composition and nature of survey
instruments (questionnaires, opinionnaires, etc.) it became obvious
that the type that would be needed in this study would involve the forced
choice techniques.

Under the impositions of these procedures the person

or persons who would react to the question included in the instrument
would be obliged to make some indication of their feelings and attitudes
regarding a specific subject.
The nature of the Appalachian situation and of the educational
enterprise was such that professionally developed survey instruments
were not deemed advisable.

Consequently, experience programs and activ-

ities were sponsored by EKEDC for the benefit of the public school

personnel of the Region.

These programs were scheduled and initiated

and were operative under the close supervision of trained evaluative
personnel and consultants from the various institutions of higher
learning.

For example, when the corporation's Board of Directors decid-

ed to survey all of the school districts within its region, a survey
instrument was developed, initiated and validated by a committee of
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local educators.* This validation was accomplished through the process
of test and retest.
The "fact finding" ins.truments which were developed obviously
contained questions centered around the information areas which were
vital to the success of the efforts of the EKEDC. Again each of these
instruments were of the basic forced choice design and were utilized
in gathering data relative to the various schools encompassed in the
Region and also to the individual and aggreg~te programs of those schools.
Interpretive Materials
When the data were collected and initial steps for the dissemination of information began to make certain impositions, the data were
presented in the form of charts which had been color coded and included
graphic presentation of the source of the response to each of the one
hundred items included in the instrument.

The content of this ~.epresen-

tation included:
1.

The responses of
(a) Elementary teachers

(b) Secondary teachers
(c) Administrators
( d) Students
(e) Auxiliary school personnel
( f) Lay public
2.

Average scores for each information cell for each of the

*Assessment Instrument, see Appendix C.
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"publics" involved.
3.

Both individual school and regional composites.

The analysis of the data which were so derived and presented
tended to produce the basis for program identification and development
for the specific schools of the Region.

At this point it was quite ev-

ident that a greater emphasis on a two-way flow of materials and information (dissemination) needed to be implemented.
The following questions were quickly brought into focus:
1.

What information should be disseminated?

2.

To whom should this information be disseminated?

3.

By

4,

By what methods should the information be disseminated?

5,

Vlhat media should be involved in the dissemination of

whom should this information to dissemina~ed?

particular kinds of information?
6,

How can the desired change be accomplished within the schools?

7,

Is it possible to develop a feasible and desirable system
of techniques·, of dissemination?

Discussions with the EKEDC administrators* furnished logical and
valid answers to the issues in question,

These answers are stated in

the following manner:
1.

In dealing with ethical matters and materials

ill

available

information pertaining to a school should be made available,
2.

This information should be made known to the personnel of

*Mr. Edwin R, Jones, Director, EKEDC, Region VII, Title III,
E,S.E.A., and Mr. Frank Hamilton, Assistant Director, EKEDC,
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the schools involved.
3.

Obviously this information should be released by a person or
persons who had been delegated with the authority for the
dissemination of information.

4.

The methodology which should be utilized would be that which
was found to be the most effective, efficient, and that which
would reach all of whom it should reach.

5.

The media which should be utilized to properly disseminate
information should be representative of a broad spectrum
of technology.

6.

It was the judgment of EKEDC administrators concerned that
the best possible way to·accomplish the desirable change
within the schools was to involve as many of the individual
schools' personnel as possible in decision making, evaluation
and in making.suggestions for solutions.

7.

The best way to develop a feasible and desirable method of
dissemination was to develop a system of techniques rather
than to rely on any single method or media.
II.

DISSEMINATIOO INSTRUMENTS AND TECHNIQUES

The first serious efforts which were involved in the development
of instruments and techniques for the dissemination of information were
directed at informing the Region's educators of the services available
to them under the grant awarded to the Paintsville Board of Education
for its multi-county project.

This material was composed, duplicated
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and mailed to the Region's educators.* Later this information was
developed into a tri-fold brochure* which was both mailed and hand
delivered to the superintendents and educational personnel in Region VII.
Explanatory Brochures
An explanatory brochure was distributed to all interested persons
who requested information on the Title III project and its services.
It was soon discovered that the materials which were hand delivered were
more likely to be read'and/or retained.

Additionally, survey techniques

indicated that hand delivery of the materials was at least 50 per cent
more effective than the utilization of mail service.
The original brochure was dedicated to the purpose of informing
local public and non-public school administrators of the services
available to them under Public Law 89-10, Title III, E.S.E.A. Grant to
Region VII.

This brochure was developed and distributed through the

mail service to the "publics" indicated.

This instrument explained the

organization of the EKEDC and the services offered.

The response to

this instrument was most encouraging in that over half of the schools
contacted responded to the announcemen~.

At this point it became oblig-

atory that a more sophisticated instrument* be made available for wider
dissemination in answer to the requests for· information about the project
from outside Region VII of Eastern Kentucky.
*Initial Dissemination Instruments of EKEOC, Appendix A
*" Foundation For Educational Innovations," Region VII, Appendix A.
*Revised, "Foundation For Educational Innovations," Appendix A.
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The instrument's basic design was found to be an effective one
for its purpose of "selling" the project services to school districts
not already making use of these services; therefore, its format was not
changed when plates were executed by a professional printing company,
This more sophisticated, yet basically simple brochure was deemed suitable
for the wider dissemination demand,

Both the originals and the revised

brochure are to be found in Appendix A,
Use of the Telephone
In the process of developing two-way flow techniques for dissemination the telephone was used extensively in certain matters of urgency,
Often it became expedient to make a call regarding matters where time
would not allow for a communication by mail or personal contact.
IVe are not acknowledging that the phone is the best means of
disseminating certain kinds of information; however, it is often the
fastest means,

One justification for the extensive use of the telephone

by the Title III project administrators and staff members is-the specifically limited time for which an operational project is funded by the_U.S.
Office of Education,

As a means of communication, the telephone has

certain limitations, for it is subject to errors of misinterpretation
and seman1j,ics.

Part of the problems faced in bringing about change in

Eastern Kentucky are in association with the character of social language
of the area.

Although the colloquialisms widely used make the social

language colorful, they also tend to foster vague references,

Verbal

agreement arrived at over the phone usually necessitated a letter as
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a follow-up to clarify and confirm the agreement for both parties.
Development of a Newsletter
In Chapter II of this thesis reference is made to the design and
publication of a newsletter entitled, THE INNOVATOR.

General information

on the nature of the activities of the local participating public and
non-public school districts was gathered and formated into a journalistic
style for dissemination both inside and outside of Region VII.

The first

issue was executed using professionally prepared metal offset plates which
were then run on EKEDC's offset press.

A sophisticated appearing publi-

cation was thus achieved for this initial INNOVATOR.
Later issues of the INNOVATOR were executed by EKEDC's staff using
paper masters prepared entirely by these staff members with the exception
of those metal plates required for picture content for the newsletter.
It was deemed by the administrators of the Title III project that, for
reasons of economy, the office-produced and published newsletter could
be just as effective a dissemination vehicle as the professionally printed
newsletter.

Moreover, vital experience was gained by the project's staff

in offset press techniques.
Evaluation Instrument Relative to Innovative Programs
In March of 1968 a committee whose members were representative of
the local participating school districts was delegated to work with a
university consultant in developing an evaluation instrument relative
to the innovative programs evolving in the schools of Region VII, Eastern
Kentucky.

This committee, in the process of developing the instrument,
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initiated a pilot study in the following participating local school
districts:

Fairview Independent Schools,

Fleming County Schools, and

Pike County Schools.
A test-retest situation was initiated and followed, and the
Pearson product moment technique for correlation was applied.

The

relationship was found to be .87, which is considered to be of sufficient
significance to lie of great benefit in these programs.
The items, or elements, which constitute the instrument were
developed. in such a fashion to be of "forced choice" nature.

These

choices were assigned a numerical value of 1-5 by a jury of EKEDC staff
workers, university personnel, and supervisors.

The instrument is pres-

ented in Appendix C in the form which was mailed to, twenty-five local
county and independent school districts for administration to those
educational personnel who.were in some way involved in implementing
innovative programs in their school districts.
When 250 instruments were presented to the Kentucky State Department
of Education for scoring, it ~as found that several·items in the instrument were incompatible with machine scoring and punch card/data processing
procedures.

Only twenty-five items could be adapted for computer analysis.

Dr. Jim Peyton of the Kentucky Innovative Development Center and Charles
Bratton of the Kentucky State Department of Education analyzed the
instrument and arrived at a significance level of .0012 to .005.

They

found the chi square for the computer compatible questions to be 78.5.
The conclusions of this study are based upon the analysis of the twentyfive items which were computerized.
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The statistical analysis of the evaluation instrument is presented
in Appendix C.

A study of the responses tends to support the premise

that involvement in implementation activities does bring about increased
cohesiveness of staff on the local level.

Only 10.2 per cent of the

respondents indicated no increase, 8.4 per cent indicated little increase,
while 73 per cent indicated increased or significant increase in cohesiveness, and 8.4 per cent indicated great increase.

CHAPTER IV
THE DISSEMINATIOO OF INFORMATIOO
In the process of dissemination of information to the various
school "publics" in Eastern Kentucky indications were that no one
single technique nor media would suffice, nor would one essentially be
better than any other media or technique.

Consequently, developing

a wide spectrum of techniques of dissemination was advisable.
I.

DISSEMINATION MEDIA UTILIZED

Reconsidering that which was to be disseminated, one was obliged
to engage in the "trial and error" methodology in the effort to develop
the system that would prove to be most effective, adequate, and appropriate.

For example, the types of information indicated appeared to

demand the variety of media presented below.
l.

Newsletter, .Ih!!_Innovator, related general information on

Region VII's project activities and the various activities of individual
local school districts.

This instrument was published periodically by

EKEDC's dissemination staff and mailed to regional educators including,
superintendents, supervisors, board members, principals, teachers, lay
persons, consultants and other interested persons both inside and
outside the state of Kentucky.

The Innovator mailing list included the

names of government officials and legislators in both the nation's
capital and in the state capital at Frankfort, Kentucky.

Approximately

1,000 issues of each Innovator were distributed for each publication.
2.

Tape recordings were utilized to collect the considered
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opinions of consulting personnel on topics relative to the developing
innovative educational approaches being studied by the local public
and non-public school districts.

These tapes were secured when the

consultants came into Region VII, Eastern Kentucky to work with the
local participating school districts during teacher in-service training
workshops,

Many of thes_e taped interviews served as subjective eval-

uations of ~he progress being made by the local schools toward their
program objectives,

Tape recordings were also -macie of the inno,vative

ideas suggested by prominent administrators and educators who studied
and observed the Region's Title-III-project activities.
3.

Statistical data presentations were required monthly in order

to compile meaningful evaluation material for the project's board of
directors.

Periodic evaluative reports were also required by the United

States Office of Education and the Kentucky State Department of Education,
Title III,

As an outgr~wth of the planning grant activities engaged in

by EKEOC research assistants, a volume of regional educational and
cultural data was published and made available to the Region's superintendents,
4,

Data processing techniques were projected to be necessary to

bank information for future use in evaluation and to facilitate the
dissemination of objective data relative to the total project's activities
and those activities of the local school districts.

Data processing

storage and retrieval services were leased by EKEOC from Morehead State
University,

Full advantage of these services was not realized during the

1967-68 academic year.

The future demands for such services will make
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their use almost mandatory.
5.

The telephone was utilized extensively by EKEDC staff both

to initiate and expedite many of the project's activities within the
time limits set by the short funding duration of the operational grants.
This media was one of the major sources for securing an immediate twoway flow of communication between EKEDC and the many cooperating agencies
and institutions which greatly assisted in the coordination of efforts
to bring about needed educational change in Eastern Kentucky schools.
6.

Video tapes were purchased by EKEDC to serve as techniques

of enrichment in the diffusion of innovative practices.

During the

first operational grant period the use of this media was not entered
into;

however, the value of television for future dissemination purposes

was recognized by the project's administrators and plans were made for
the most effective use of these tapes in cooperation with Kentucky's
ETV resources and those television facilities of other Title III, E.S.E.A.
projects in the state.
7.

Graphics, charts, profiles, and maps were employed to present

various statistical data generated by the assessment of local school
districts' needs.

Graphic presentations and maps depicted the progress

being made by the thirty-three participating school districts as they
entered into the specific phases of the total project activities described
in Chapter II.

These visual presentations were employed in monthly prog-

ress reports, issues of the Innovator, and they were often published
for hand-outs at conferences and seminars.

Maps were used effectively

to depict the types of innovative programs being adapted by the local
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county, independent, and non-public school systems throughout the twenty
county area of Region VII,
8,

Slide projections were frequently used during presentations

at in-service training workshops, seminars, conferences, and professional
association meetings,

These visual aides served to illustrate how the

process for bringing about educational change on a regional scope was
affected,

Pictures of local activities along with artist prepared'

slides related information on the conception, planning, administration,
extent of participation and kinds of innovative practices evolving
throughout the entire Region,

These slide presentations were also found to

be effective during formal speaking situations before educational and
civic groups which requested in.formation on Eastern Kentucky's Title III
project,
9,

Director's Progress Reports were prepared monthly for presen-

tation at each of the board of director's meetings.

Information pertain-

ing to the stages of development of each local district's program was
included in the form of charts and narrative explanations.

In this

manner the superintendents directing the regional project were kept up
to date on the developing innovative programs in all of the thirtythree participating school districts.

Initially these progress reports

were passed out only to those superintendents elected to membership on
EKEDC's board,

Later, at the request of this board of directors these

reports were mailed to every superintendent in the Region,
10.

News, radio, and television releases were prepared by the

EKEDC staff relating to specific activities of the local districts as
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they moved through the steps of implementing their selected programs.
Total Project activities such as regional seminars were widely publicized
in cooperation with the Region's newspapers which were contacted in advance of these well attended functions.

Thus an effort was made to

keep the lay public informed of the directions which local educational
programs were taking as they strove to improve and update their instructional approaches.
11,

Brochures were developed initially in response to requests

for information about the phases of the "Foundation for Educational
Innovation" project activities which were designed to foster needed change
in the individual school districts of the twenty Eastern Kentucky counties.
After the project had been operative for over six months, other brochures
explaining the administration of the Title III project by the local
superintendents were desi_gned, published, and widely distributed through
the mail and handed out at professional meetings, conferences, seminars,
workshops and annual Corporation Reports to the Region.
12,

Overhead projec_tor transparencies were prepared to assist

speakers in presenting data on the innovative programs at the seminars
and Corporation Reports to the Region sessions,

EKEDC served the

superintendents by providing its resources for executing any transparencies which might effectively illustrate the innovative process being
adapted.
13.

Handbooks and curriculum guides were developed by each

participating school district for use by the administrative and teaching
personnel in implementing the new approaches to instruction they were

adapting in their model school sites.
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These guides evolved out of the

in-service training sessions held locally and on the campuses of Morehead
State University and community colleges.

Consultants were secured from

institutions of higher education and from the innovative models which
Region VII's personnel had visited during the on-site observation phase
of the project.

This guide preparation was considered an essential

dissemination technique 'prior to the actual implementation of the programs
in the various model school sites.
14.

Observation and study of operative innovative models was

perhaps, the most successful diffusion technique inherent in the project's
basic design.

This phase of the project significantly involved superin-

tendents, teachers, supervisors, board members, and lay persons in the
visitations as described in detail in Chapter II.

Three days of study

and observation were provided so that the Region's personnel could
actually see a program similar to the one they had chosen and talk to
the model's personnel about implementation factors.

Consultants were

secured from these model innovative programs to come into Eastern Kentucky
to serve during the pre-implementation workshops;
These techniques were developed, using a "trial and error" process,
into a dissemination system for Region VII's Title III, E.S.E.A. project
which could effectively serve the participating schools by providing them
with supportive dissemination services.

Unfortunately, the training of

most teachers and principals has not included preparing effective publicity materials.

The Eastern Kentucky Educational Development Corporation

sought to secure the services of professional journalists, including the
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services of local newspaper staffs in the preparation of dissemination
materials.
II. DEVELOPMENT OF A DISSEMINATION PLAN
Since this was a region-wide undertaking, a plan was developed
which would set up a dissemination of information system for the multicounty project.

An outline presentation of this dissemination plan

designed for use by the EKEOC staff members appears in Appendix D of
this thesis.

Basically this dissemination plan developed as the increased

needs for communication with other school systems became apparent to the
superintendents who were directing the project activities,

These men

were made aware through their leadership roles that educational innovation
is more likely to occur in an atmosphere where communication is encouraged
between administrators ·_and their _staffs and the staffs of other systems.
Since none of the schools in Region VII were staffed with public
relations specialists, the Title III staff fulfilled these duties of
keeping the educational and lay public informed of the directions of
educational change evolving in the Region's local schools.

The plan which

resulted from the "trial and error" method employed in this study will
be discussed briefly here.
The first consideration of a dissemination system should be for a
standardized information input system to keep the staff informed of the
latest trends and developments in educational innovation.

Dissemination

personnel should have access to periodicals, reports and other documents.
Routing slips can be attached to incoming publications for this purpose.
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From the daily reading of newspapers a clipping file can be developed.

The next consideration should be to develop a good filing system
on educational personnel and a backlog of information for news releases
and article development.

Photographs, line drawings, charts and maps

should be indexed and stored for future use.
In selecting the.appropriate media for disseminating information
about the project activities, it must be remembered that information
evokes a response from the intended audience.

The potential of various

media to stimulate appropriate reactions should be utilized,

Files of

appropriate resource materials should be developed for use in preparing
information for these various media.
After the innovative models have been implemented in the local
school districts, a guide fo; visitations of these models should be
developed.

Suggestions for formating these visitations appear in the

dissemination plan in Appendix D.

Increased dissemination assistance

will be required by the participating school districts as their.models
are refined.

The plan suggests preparing a guide for the use of the

model school personnel,

Assistance in the content and layout of attrac-

tive brochures can be offered.

A regional library of the local school

publications should also be maintained for future reference.
The plan for disseminating information was conceived after the
communication needs of the individual public and non-public schools were
determined.

Information had to be provided quickly, and, as the project

progressed, this information was required in greater depth and with
greater sophistication.

CHAPTER V
SUMMARY COOCLUSICNS AND RECCMMENDATIOOS
SUMMARY

Recognizing that school administrators do have the key role in
the change process, the designers of Region VII' s "Foundation for Educational Innovations" project made the active parti~ipation of educational
leaders the chief objective of their proposal.

The central idea of the

project was to assist the local school districts in developing educational leadership which would form a foundation for all innovative changes
that needed to be brought about.
This regional approach to change program provided seven flexible
basic steps to be followed by the individual school districts as they
sought solutions to thei_r educational problems.

None of these steps were

entered into without the full knowledge of the districts' administrators.
Further, each step was studied and thoughtfully directed by the project's
board of directors which was composed of superintendents representative
of the total Region.

The sequence of services rendered in the first

operational grant were as follows:
Step 1.

Provided a staff to assess the educational needs of each

school district.
Step 2.

Provided consultants to assist in the evaluation and

categorization of local district needs.

These consultants met with

administrators and teachers to guide the selection of a program which
could be implemented in light of the local educational needs.
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Step 3.

Provided for in-service education during a summer work-

shop involving supervisors and a number of teachers in orientation to
the districts' selected programs.
Step 4.

Provided the expenses for a professional group, board

members, and lay personnel from each district to study and observe for
three days a model of an exemplary program like the one selected for
local implementation.
Step 5.

Provided for consultants to assist the local districts

in organizing for the implementation of the selected innovative program
in a model school site.
Step 6.

Provided for additional consultative services during

implementation preparations which included the·writing of curriculum
guides and handbooks and follow-up activities.
Step 7.

Provided for evaluation of the project as a solution

to the problem of promoting needed educational change on a multi-county
basis.
In addition to the above, the project assisted in the establishment of a non-graded primary model in the University Breckinridge School
at Morehead State University.

Each school district was allowed to send,

with expenses paid, two teachers for three days and one lay person for
one day to study and observe this model program.
As each step was initiated, across the board involvement of local
personnel in experience programs was facilitated.

Superintendents,

supervisors, principals, and teachers were called upon to serve on planning
and advisory committees.

From these groups came recommendations for
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effective use of the project services,

The assessment and evaluation

instruments utilized by the project were also the products of committees
of local personnel working under the guidance of qualified consultants,
This grass-roots approach to the design of the assessment vehicles
warded off the possible resistance which local.districts tended to have
toward outside agencies .investigating their educa-t;ional programs,
•,

Formerly isolated school.districts began a cooperative venture
in educational innovation which significantly involved all levels of
their professional staffs and their boar·d members in situations designed
to be conducive to free communication,

Disseminating the progress made

by the local schools as each step was entered into made communication
demands an important area of the project's concern,

Opportunities were

provided for administrators and teachers to learn about what teachers
were doing in schools both inside and outside of Kentucky through the
use of a wide variety of media,
The Eastern Kentucky Educational Development Corporation focused
its resources on the multiple phases of dissemination, as Henry Brickell
suggested, by making the·local school systems more aware of existing
innovations and by providing opportunities for the Region's educators
to study and observe actual models, 13 Workshops and seminars provided
initial training which was foll'owed up by continuing supportive services.
The emphasis was not upon rapid change for the sake of change alone, rather

13Henry M, Brickell, Organizing New York State for Educational
Change, (Albany: New York.State Education Department, 1961),
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the emphasis was placed upon identifying and implementing programs which
would meet local needs.

Bringing about adoption and lasting use is a

slow process, especially in an area which had tended to resist change
is this true.
The initial dissemination activities had a two-fold purpose; that
of informing the school-pu?lics of the services available to them under
the Title III grant, and that of providing leadership experiences in the
planning of educational innovation.

The· initial.dissemination techniques

were, of necessity, simple and unsophisticated, because generally the
people of the twenty county area had tended to resist change in their
schools.
CONCLUSIONS
From a study of the attitudinal survey results one can infer that
those dissemination activities geared to securing active involvement of
both administrators and teachers were successful in promoting a readiness
for educational change.

In response to the item indicating the source

for program selection, 31.8 per cent indicated the program was "our
choice"; 27.4 per cent indicated the selection was based upon an "administrative recommendation"; 33.8 per cent indicated, significantly, that
the choice was based upon a "realization of common need."

Program

selection in each district was made by a committee of professional
personnel working with a consultant who assisted in the interpretation
of the district's survey results.

This early, active involvement of

teachers in the program selection phase tended to create a favorable
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climate for educational experimentation throughout the entire Region.
Largely as a result of their participation in the Region VII,
Title III, E.S.E.A. project, Eastern Kentucky's school administrators
developed their leadership potential by following the Educational
Leadership Model inherent in the project's design.
the support of principals and superintendents.

Planned change needs

It also requires the

understanding and cooperation of parents, teachers and pupils.

All of

these levels must become meaningfully involved if change is to occur.
Administrative commitment and understanding are essential to the success
of a plan to introduce change in a school.
Using the "trial and error" method it was determined by the
..

investigator that no one media or technique proved to be better than
any other media or technique.

Using this assumption one was advised

to develop a whole spectrum of techniques utilizing a wide variety of
media.

The multi-county_ scope of the project treated in this study

made the employment of a wide variety of media almost mandatory.

The

dissemination system which resulte~ from the findings of this study
includes provisions for use of local, state and national communications
outlets.
The project activity which was in itself a most successful dissemination factor was the observation and study of exemplary programs by
superintendents, principals, teachers, board members, and lay persons.
This visitation experience served to break through the regional isolation
which had too long characterized Eastern Kentucky.

Analysis of the

attitudinal survey revealed that 56.3 per cent of the respondents
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indicated that they felt this had been a pleasing experience.

Peer

communication opportunities appear to be most helpful, for perspective
users of a new practice seem to trust the revelations of peers who have
actually tried the innovation.
Without the financial assistance of the grant secured under the
provisions of Public Law 89-10 of the Elementary and Secondary Education
Act of 1965, the unique educational cooperative venture might not have
materialized.

This project succeeded in creating. a climate for change

in thirty-three local school districts by acting in a supportive rather
than a dictatorial role.
than from the top down.

Change was effected from the bottom up rather
EKEDC functioned essentially as a vehicle to

coordinate the elements oFthe change process.
RECOMMENDATIOOS
Additional research on educational change in Eastern Kentucky needs
to be done, especially in the area of the possible uses of Educational
Television for dissemination of innovative practices on a regional basis.
Ken~ucky's state ETV network could be a valuable instrument in the
diffusion of proven educational innovations.
Follow-up studies of the individual local programs and their
successes and failures should be made.

Such studies could measure the

degree to which the "Foundation for Educational Innovations"

project

was able to develop local leadership capable of promoting needed educational change.

It will be significant to know which programs became

self-supportive after Title III funding was phased out.
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Research in the area of improved communications between the Region's
institutions of higher education and the local school administrators is
needed.

What are the factors which enable some county and independent

school districts to receive more benefit from the experimentation and
research programs sponsored by the colleges and universities in the
state?
Situations in which there are opportunities for professionals and
lay persons to share their ideas through person to person means should
be capitalized upon in the dissemination of educational innovations.
Emphasis should be placed upon face-to-face relationships such as
those which present themselves in in-service training workshops, conferences,
seminars, committee meetings, and formal speaking appearances before
community and civic organizations.

In this age of advanced technological

improvement there lies the danger of too much dependency upon the mass
media of communications.
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INITIAL DISSEMINATICN INSTRUMENT OF EASTERN

KENTUCKY EDUCATIONAL DEVELOPMENT CORPORATIOO
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School superintendents in Eastern Kentucky are preparing to under·take a cooperative approach in planning new and better educational services
for the region.
To carry out their plans the educators have formed the Eastern
Kentucky Educational D~velopment Corporation with offices located at
Morehead, Kentucky.
Membership in the corporation is comprised of superintendents in
eighteen (18) counties located in Region VII of the Kentucky Education
Association.

Included are public and private school districts.

Counties

in Region VII are Bath, Boyd, Carter, Elliott, Fleming, Floyd, Greenup,
Johnson, Lawrence, Lewis, Magoffin, Martin, Mason, Menifee, Morgan, Pike,
Robertson, and Rowan.
The Applicant Agency and Fiscal Agent for this Project is the
Paintsville Board of Education.
The first project of the EKEDC, scheduled to get underway March l,
is to assist local school districts establish innovative and exemplary
programs.
The Project, organized under Title III of the Elementary and
Secondary Education Act, has been awarded a grant to support its efforts.
The EKEDC will assist in establishing service programs in the following seven steps:
Step l - Provide a staff to assess the educational needs of the
cooperating school district.
Step 2 - Provide consultants to evaluate and categorize the needs
of the local district: interpret the needs; design programs
to fit the needs, and guide the selection of a program on
which to work; provide substitutes for regular teachers
selected to participate in each step of planning the
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Step 3 - Pay the expenses of professional educators, board members
and lay personnel to observe the exemplary program which
has been selected.
Step 4 - Provide consultants to assist in organizing the selected
program.
Step 5 - Conduct workshops in the Summer of 1967 to provide
inservice education for teachers in the selected program.
Step 6 - Provide consultative services to assist in the continued
operation of the program.
Step 7 - Evaluate the program as a solution to the education problem
for which it is designed.
The Corporation has established a pilot project which will serve

to illustrate its function to the school systems of the district.
The University Breckinridge School at Morehead State University
will serve as a laboratory for the establishment of an ungraded primary.
About ninety (90) students will be enrolled, each working at his own
speed.

There will be no formal promotion at the end of the year, nor will

any student be held back because he works at a slower pace.

The program

will get underway in the Fall.
Each member school will be entitled to send two teachers and a
layman for an expense paid observation and study of the pilot program.
Work of the Corporation is guided by a Board of Directors selected
by districts.

The current members, the districts or non-public school

they represent, include:
District l, Oran Teater and David Jones, Martin County, Johnson
County, Paintsville Independent, Van Lear Independent and Our Lady of the
Mountains; District 2,

w.c.

Shattles, Boyd County, Catlettsburg, Greenup

County, Ashland Independent, Fairview Independent, Greenup Independent,
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Raceland Independent, Holy Family and Lutheran; District 3, Ernest
Robinson, Carter County and Lewis County; District 4, William Cheek,
Lawrence County and Elliott County; District 5 2 Wayne Ratliff, Pike

County, Floyd County, Pikeville Independent, St. Francis and St. Juliana;
District 6, Hubert Hume, Mason County, Robertson County, Fleming County,
St. Patrick; District 7, Clifford Cassady, Bath County and Rowan County;
District 8, Walton Jones, Magoffin County, Menifee County, Morgan County,
Kentucky Mountain Gospel Crusade, and Faith Hills Mennonite; District 9,
Reedus Back, University Breckinridge.

INNOVATIONS is the estabfishment
of an ungraded primary in the
Universit y Breckinridge School at
Morehead. One of the aims of this
project is to provide for more
individualized instruction for the
primar y pupils. It shall serve as
a model in this area for educators
and la y persons to study and observe.

Edu..c.a.tiona.l

Innova..t; ons
Re3ion W

Each school district can send ,
with expenses paid, two te achers
for three days and one lay person
for one da y to study the ungraded
primary.

*

the 18 counties of Region VI I
Mason
Robertson
Fleming
Bath
Menifee
Morgan
Magoff in
Floyd
Johnson

Lawrence
Martin
Pike
Lewis
Greenup
Carter
Rowan
Boyd
Elliott

TITLE

For further information contact
Eastern Kentucky Educational
Development Corporation, Edwin R. Jones,
Director, Morehead State University,
Morehead , Kentucky, 40351
Phone numbe r:

784-7787
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EDUCATION GAME? •••••
The s t ake s a re high--more
effective e ducation programs--but
there's no gambling in this game .
You p l ay by s imply tak ing advant age
of the services now available to
you. As one who is interested in
the progress of education, you now
have the opportunity to see what other
systems are doing in their schools .
If Ohio i s doing somethi ng that
your school system is i ntereste d in,
you can go to Ohio and study its
program. The only chance you take
in this game is the chance of getting
to see a domonstration of a proven
educat ional practice .
LET'S SPELL OUT THE MEANING or ••••••
TITLE I I I , ESEA, & EKEDC
Title Ill is that part of the
Elementar y and Secondary Education
Act of 1965 (ESEA) which provides
for grants to local agencies for
innovative e ducational projects.
Under Title 111, schoo l districts
may request funds for planning andor operating educationa l projects
from the U. S. Office of Education .
EKEDC - -Eas te rn Kentucky
Educational Development Corporation- was created during 1966, when 18
counties~ in Eastern Kentucky banded
together to plan a cooperative
project for educationa l improvement
under the provisions of Title 111 .
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the f o resighted educators 1n t ne 10
counties compr i s i ng Region VI 1 was
approved by the USOE on June 13, 1966.
Immediate l y, EKEDC set up offices on
the campus of Morehead State University
and began its work of implementing the
p l anning grant,
To qualify f or approval, this
Title I I I project propos al had to
show promise of meeting special
educationa l needs in the area to be
served, and it had to serve as a model
program worthy o f adoption by othe r
school systems .
EK[DC submitted t he operational
proposal, FOUNDATION roR EDUCATIONAL
INNOVATIONS, 1Jnder the Sept ember 1 ,
1966 deadline. Since the u. S. Office
of Education 11 bought 11 the idea, EKEDC
is now ready t o serve the 37 local
schoo l districts within t he 18 counties
of Re gion VI I •
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services of fe red in this
project are listed in the following
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Provi s ion of consulta nts to assist
in the eva luat ion of nee ds and
in the selection of a program.
Pay f or substitute teachers is
given so that classroom teachers
can participate in the evaluation an d se lectio n phase of the
program. Wo rkshop materi als and
supplies used in this phase wi 11
be paid for.

Step
3

An In-Service workshop will be
held in the sunme r of 1967 for a
nunber of t he reache rs around the
program se lec ted . Each teacher
who attends will receive a ~t ipe nd .
The wo rkshop materials and suppli es
will be paid for .

Step
4

Pay t he expenses of a professio nal
g roup , board me~bers, and lay
persons from the local di strict to
study and observe for three days ,
a model of the program the di~trict
has selected .

Step

Provision of consultants to assi ~t
educators in organizing the program in their districts . Pay for
substitute teac hers, to allow
classroom teachers to participate,
and materials and s upplie s will
be prov i de d.

WHAT ARE THE SERVICES OFFERED UNDER
REGION VII'~ TITLE Ill PROJECT ?
There are two projects set forth
within the FOUNDATION FOR EDUCATIONAL
INN OVATIONS . The first project is
designed to help e ducators in the
selection, organization, and implementat ion of exemplar y programs in
t heir sc hool districts.

LIie

5

Step
6

Provide f or the services of
consultants to assist in the
implementation , follow - up or
i n further organization . Workshop materiais and supplies will
be provided .

- 3-
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TIONS is the establishment of an ungraded
primary in the University Breckinridge School
at Morehead. One of the aims of this project is to provide for more individual ized instruction for the primary pupils. It shall serve
as a model in this area for educators and lay
persons to study and observe.
Each school district can send, with expenses paid, two teachers for three days and
one lay person for one day to study the ungraded primary.

* the 20 counties of Region VI I
Mason
Robertson
Fleming
Bath
Menifee
Morgan
Magoffin
Floyd
Johnson
Bracken

Lawrence
Martin
Pike
Lewis
Greenup
Carter
Rowan
Boyd
El liott
Montgomery

For further information contact ..... Eastern
Kentucky Educational Development Corporation, Edwin R. Jones, Director, Morehead

~lill

State University, Morehead, Kentucky 40351
Phone number:

748 - 7787

..

::E
0
0::

~

The stakes are high - more effective education programs - but you play by simply
taking advantage of the services now available to you. As one who is interested in the
progress of education, you now have the opportunity to see what other systems are doing
in their schools.
If Ohio is doing something that your
school system is interested in, you can go to
Ohio and study its program. The only chance
you take in this game is the chance of getting
to see a demonstration of a proven educational practice.
LET'S SPELL OUT THE MEANING OF
TITLE Ill, ESEA, & EKEDC.. .

prising Region VI I was approved by the USOE
on June 13, 1966. Immediately, EKEDC set
up offices on the campus of Morehead Stat e
University and began its work of implementing the planning grant.
To qualify for approval, this Title 111
project proposal had to show promise of
meeting special educational needs in the area
to be served, and it had to serve as a model
program worthy of adoption by other school
systems.
EKEDC submitted the operational proposal, FOUNDATION FOR EDUCATIONAL
IN NOVATIONS, under the September 1, 1966 deadline. Since the U.S. Office of Education "bought" the idea, EKEDC is now ready
to serve the 37 local school districts within
the 18 counties of Region VII.

Title 111 is that part of the Elementary
and Secondary Education Act of 1965 (ESEA) which provides for grants to local agencies
for innovative educational projects. Under
Title 111, school districts may request funds
for planning and/or operating educational
projects from the U.S. Office of Education.
EKE DC - Eastern Kentucky Educational
Development Corporation - was created during 19ffi, when 18 counties* in Eastern
Kentucky banded together to plan a cooperative project for educational improvement
under the provisions of litle 111 .

There are two projects set forth within
the FOUNDATION FOR EDUCATIONAL
INNOVATI ONS. The first project is designed
to help educators in the selection, organizat ion, and implementation of exemplary programs in their school districts.
The services offered in this project are
listed in the following steps . . . . . . .

-1-

-2-

district.
Step
2

Step
3

Step
4

WHAT ARE TH E SERVICES OFFERED
UNDER REGION Vll'S TITLE Ill PROJECT?

Step
5

Step
6

Provision of consultants to assist in
the evaluation of needs and in the
selection of a program. Pay for substitute teachers is given so that classroom teachers can participate in the
evaluation and selection phase of the
program.
Workshop materials and
supplies used in this phase will be
paid for.
An in-Service workshop will be held
in the summer of 1967 for a number
of the teachers around the program
selected. Each teacher who attends
will receive a stipend. The workshop
materials and supplies will be paid for.
Pay the expenses of a professional
group, board members, and lay persons from the local district to study
and observe for t hree days, a model
of the program the district has selected.
Provision of consultants to assist educators in organizing the program in
their districts. Pay for substitute teachers, to allow classroom teachers t o
participate, and materials and supplies
will be provided.
Provide for the services of consultants
to assist in the implementation, follow
-up or in further organization. Workshop materials and supplies will be
provided.
-3-
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EASTERN KENTUCKY EDUCATIONAL DEVELOPMEN T CORPORATION

A MESSAGE FROM THE DIRECTOR . ..

Eastern Kentucky Educational Development
rporation is a unique organization, created
ring I 965 by 18 counties in Eastern Kentucky
plan a cooperative project for educational im>verrent under the provisions of Title III The
1cept of this organization is continually develng as the Board of Directors, 37 school dis;ts, and the staff continue to investigate innttions in ed ucation

NO. I

most districts have already scheduled workshops,
there are still a few who should crystallize their
ideas.
(Cont. page 2)

EKEDC activities have cen tered around Steps
nd II of the six-step service provided to Ren VII educators. After evaluating therr needs
l before selecting innovative programs to study,
of our districts conducted self assessments
st held their Step II workshops Through its
: as a catalyst EKEDC makes it possible for
ools in our area to bring about dynamic chanin their systems - changes which will meet the
ds of modern Appalachian youth
Trendsetting educators and lay persons in our
ricts are anxious to assume the roles of leader> in implementing more effective learning in
ir local schools Progressing toward Step III are
lilinnovative programs as Ungraded Team TeachCrossing Grade Lines in Reading, Com prehenSpecial Education, Ungraded Prunaries, and
ividualtzed Instruction to Decrease Dropouts

THAT CERTAIN SMILE

Our energetic staff is engaged in settmg up
) III workshops for most districts as our pron is developing rapidly School systems of Re1 VII have made a tremendous response. While

Certainly there is no other smile quite like
the one on the face of a child who has had a
chance - a chance to learn, to express herself,
and to develop her full potentialities.

feature:

THE KIDS . . . .. .

Now and again someone comes along to tell us the beauty those Kentucky hills put in the eye of the tot
puts hunger in the stomachs of the people wio live there.
Treacherous hills, they're called. Treacherous be::ause their ridges - generation upon generation - have sea
in ignorance and sealed out any chance to a fair education.
Like the seventh grader who finished all his books by February, sat around bored the rest of the year,
then dropped out because he " had better things to do."
-Or the kid who overhauled his dad's car when he was twelve years old but just couldn't understand why
plural "were" goes with the si ngular "you" in English class.
-Or even the grubby little first grader who could only stare blankly at the words and pictures about da
leaving on the commuter train every morni ng when the fact was that the child had never seen a train
These are the problems of the schools beyond the ridges.
These are the problems that Eastern Kentucky Educationa1 Development Corporation aims to begin erai
Director Edwin R Jones, leaning his head rack looking out from his office to the ridges above Morehe

DIRECTOR'S MESSAGE

summer program in art for grades one to 12, wJ
is made possible through Title I funds

econ , f1om page 1)

To accomplish our goal - unlocking doors to
creative intellect in Kentucky - we must boldly
move through the steps designed to aid the educators and the public, but most important to
stimulate the youth of Eastern Kentucky.

ROBINSON SET FOR INSTITUTE IN MISSOI

Ernest Robinson, Superintendent of Ca
County Schools, has been selected as one of
educators from the four state area of lllnois, K
tucky, Missouri and Tennessee to participate
summer institute, Educational innovation; I
search and evaluation techniques, to be held J
26 through July 2 1 at Lindenwood College,
Charles, Missouri. It is sponsored by the Cen
Midwestern Regional Educational Laboratory,
(CREMEL)

MENIFEE COUNTY HONORS ITS SUPERINTEN'T

Miss George Alice Motley, supenntendent of
Menifee County Schools, was honored May 25 at
the first art exhibit held in the new George Alice
Motley Arts Building in R-enchburg, Kentucky.
Miss Motley was presented a plaque and
bouquet of roses for her tireless efforts to provide
a good educational program for Menifee County.

The four week research training institut
designed to provide school personnel at the s
levels, county levels, and district levels with
necessary skills to formulate, initiate, cond·
evaluate, and report research experiments
school learning and instruction

The exhibit, held from 7- 9 pm was at tended by 500 parents and friends of Miss Motley. Those who attended reviewed work by students
from grades 1 to 12 in the media of block prints,
oil painting, tempera, self caricatures, sculpture,
clay pottery, masques, etc.
The art program in Menifee County is under
the direction of Mrs. D. Melton There will be a

Ashland Daily lndepenc
6/4/67
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By Frank Browning
rs EKEDC is a key, a key which for the first time will open new doors in those ridges - to let in light and to let

t longing.
That's why EK.IDC has put so much emphasis on going to each individual school district to determine its
'n needs, to concentrate on the problems teachers and administrators themselves see and to make an investment
the resources already existing in the schools beyond the ridges.
That is what EKEDC and Title III are all about: allowing schools to make the investment in Eastern Kentucky
ich will bring to fruition the potential which is and has been there but which for numerous sociological reasons
; not been allowed to bloom.
That:
-the bright ones bored with " the mean" might be challenged to exploite their minds.
-eliminating city-killing car exhaust might capture a car-tinkering imagination.
-or that a teacher might learn to talk to the child whose trains were feet, whose steak was cheese, and for
om zoos and elevators and ice cream cones and daddies were things unknown.

STAFF NOTES. ..
Some of our counties are moving right ahead
:h their Step III in-service workshops this sumr.
Among the first to announce were Mason
unty and Maysville Independent where a work,p will be held August 7- 11 , discu&':iing "Rerch Grade Line Break-Through for Effective
acting Instruction."
A committee of Mason County, Maysville In>endent, St. Julianna, St. Francis and Pike Counteachers are currently researching the topic. The
1sultant for the workshop will be Mrs. Evelyn
: from the Materials Center in Lupton City,
messee.
Floyd County and Pikeville Independent sys:is have set a workshop July 31 to August 4 on
ngraded Team Teaching." Superintendents CharF . Clark and Charles E. Spears have worked
1tly in establishing the workshop.
Working with their systems as a consultant
l be Edwardine E. Tyson, coordinator of grades
-12 at the Elizabethtown Schools, Elizabethvn, Penn.
Fleming Count y Superintendent Charles Brohas scheduled his five day workshop on "Unded Primaries" August 7- 11 . Richard Gale,

principal of West Corners School, Endicott, New
York, will work as consultant. Local chairwoman
will be Wanda Maxey.
Bath County is on the move. A revamping of
the curriculum with the aid of Eugene Robinson,
(State Dept ., Frankfort), is in the works. New
programs in art, music, Remedial Reading, Teacher
Aids, and library services seem to point to a new
understanding in meeting the edu~ational challenge.
Other Kentucky schools embarking on Title
III projects are St. Mary Catherdrc)l Lyceum and
Villa Madonna Academy. St. Mary held a program
of films and discussion June 5-7, while Villa's
program was a one day touring and consulting
session June 9.

ANNOUNCEMENT
EKE DC
BOARD MEETING

July 18
Jenny Wiley State Park

(Following Superintendent's Meeting)

UNGRADED PRIMARY PROGRESSES AT
THE UNIVERSITY BRECKENRIDGE SCHOOL

Two not to be included as yet are grad
music and physical education; they come later.

One part of the services which EKEDC
provides is the model non-graded primary set up
at University Breckenridge School on the campus
of Morehead State University, under the direction
of Reedus Back.

" Right now we're outlining how we'll kn<
when the child is ready to move from one le1
to the next, establishing certain responsibilities 1
specific levels. Children will move from room
room for various levels whenever they are ready.'

When Mr. Back and his staff at the University Breckenridge School began re-thinking
what they believed about teaching and learning,
they found old fashioned grade lines were simply
inadequate

Another workshop will be held when t
plans are fully written and typed after which a cc
sultant will be seemed to suggest changes and ev
uate plans. Final plans will be completed early
August

As a result, Breck teachers are enthusiastically working on the fully non-graded program
this fall for kindergarten through traditional third
grade, which will serve as a model exemplary program for anyone to observe.

Soon after school starts a consultant v
work with parents to explain the non-graded sy
tern - a procedure which Mr. Back notes shoul1
done long before the first day in the usual put
school situation.

Mr Back explains he and his teachers began
discussing such an idea three years ago, embarking upon a plan of visiting schools, reading, and
experimenting with small groups o f stucents.

Then comes a problem educators have wre
tled with for decades: how to report a studer
progress. One thing is certain. Breck will not 1
competitive marks nor will traditional report ca1
be sent home to parents.

Working up the non-graded primaries, as they
are called by educationalists, was not an easy matter.

At the same time, of course, is the questi
of determining when a child should be advanced
the next highest level. These are problems wh
are being studied.

Right at the outset difficulties came when
teachers were all ready to write vague, philosophical abstracts about the teaching-learning process.
Almost immediately these were returned with the
notation that practical ideas were the necessary
commodity.

But Mr. Back has one overrideing aim,
seeks to demonstrate to educational pundits acr
the country, that a non-graded program can be i
stituted in the traditional classroom building c
vided by :rrany walls.

"Look at what they (teachers) believe about
teaching and learning - don't develop an empty
philosophy - but come up with practical ideas
about how we teach and how we learn," Mr. Back
advises schools ready to initiate such a program.

Most non-graded oork, be it primary, eleme
tary, or high school, has been without wal
rooms where students do not experience traditio
al grading stigma.
" We can be of significant help because
have a traditional building. We will be able to sh
that one can have a non-graded school in
traditional building."

Smn, however, things began to draw together.
A workshop for teachers was held June 12th.
During July teachers are writing up their ideas from
all their experiences, and then will establish specific criteria for the various levels of the disciplinary areas found in most elementary schools.
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In projecting his long range plans, Mr. Back
es to have a non-graded unit all the way from
:lergarten to college .....this fall the ungraded
nary, next year an ungraded elementary, then
into the junior high.

An intensive and extensive research will be
made by this committee of crossgrade plans in
operation throughout the co untry in search of a
procedure that will more effectively meet our
needs.

1

Th.is study will continue through the I $71968 School Year.

MASON COUNTY GROUP
IS LAUNCHING RESEARCH

OPEN TO CHANGE

A Committee of Mason County Teachers
1posed of Mrs. Wanda Ginn, Miss Jennie D. Roe,
. Lucille Thomas, Mrs. Eunice Whalen an·d ·
. Mable D. Worthington, through a selected
;ess has launched a research project on "Rech Grade Line Break-Through - for More EffecReading Instruction."

Hard work and perserverance is paying off for
Elliot County. Examples of this are shown through
the diverse use of federal programs.
Title I has granted Ellio t County $ 11 9,000 to
equip new classrooms, a library, a multipurpose
room and kitchen. They also hope to add instructional equipment to aid the learning process. A
social service program will be instituted to assist
the Director of pupil personnel in order to reduce
the student drop-out rate. In addition new music,
and Summer Remedial Reading programs will be
added to the curriculum.

This project has been made possible through a
1t to the eastern Kentucky Educational Depment Corporation by the Federal Government.
on County is a member of this corporation.
Each school district within the corporation
(County, independent of parochial) is end to assess its needs and select its choice of
:e needs, and complete sufficient research t o
:rmine the feasibility of selection, organizaand implementation of the exemplary program
;ted by the school district.

An innovative teacher aid and materials program will be added through the effort s of ESEA,
Title I and litle III, with Title I providing the
groundwork and Title III acting as a coordinating
agency.
Through the N.E A.DC a new In-school
neighborhood Youth Corp Program, to work with
fifty-five students is on the fire.

Five Mason County School Committee meethave been held with Dr. Charles L. Ross,
·essor of Education, Eastern Kentucky Uniity, serving as Consultant. The last two of
e meetings with the five representative teachDr Ross, and Superintendent Hume in atten;e, have been spent in setting up research pro1res to help meet the identified needs.

This summer fourteen college hopefuls are
attending the Upward Bound program on the
Morehead State University Campus.
Dennis Landsberg

A survey of Mason County Schools was made
letermine the most pressing need. It was the
;ensus of all concerned that t he greatest need
1 the area of Reading. It was believed that the
vi dual differences of all children can be met
e adequately through the Reading Program
1 through any other single procedure.

HE WHO KNOWS NOT, AND KNOWS THAT HE
KNOWS NOT, IS WISE . ..
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Persian Prophet
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A teacher did his lessons show,
And faster did the hour go;
His Students' flames leaped higher
Minds now burning with desire;
For youth do really want to know

I

TITLE IJI , IN SERVICEWORKSHOPS * TOPICS AND PARTICIPANTS
EKEDC

EXTENDED SPECIAL EDUCATION - Boyd Co., Paintsville Ind., Rowan
Co., and Robertson Co.
STUDENT TEACHER AIDS PROGRAM - Catlettsburg Ind., Elliot County
UNGRADED PRIMARY AND ELEM - Fleming Co ., Johnson Co., Pike Co.,
Unjversity Breck., Holy Family, Fairview Ind., Our Lady of the Mts.
UNGRADED TEAM TEACillNG - Floyd Co., Pikeville Independent
EXEMPLARY REMEDIAL READING PROGRAM - Greenup County
A PROGRAM OF CURRICULUM DEV. THROUGH IN SERVICE - Russel Independent
EXEMPLARY INDIVIDUALIZED INSTRUCTION - Morgan Co., Greenup Independent, Bath County.
GRADE LINE BREAK-THROUGH FOR MORE EFFECTIVE READING
INSTRUCTION - Mason Co., Maysville Ind. , St. Juliana, St. Francis,
and Pike County.
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Box 1254
Morehead University
Morehead, Kentucky 40351

Edwin R. Jones
Director
Frank Hamilton
Asst . Dir.
CORPORATION
BOARD MEMBERS
Oran Teater, Chmn.
Paintsville Schools
Wayne Ratliff, V.P.
Floyd County Schools
W. C Shattles, Sec.
Ashland Public Schools
Ernest Robinson
Carter County Schools
Walton Jo nes
Morgan County Schools
Hubert Hume
Mason County Schools
William Cheek
Lawrence County Schools
Reedus Back
Breckinridge Training School
David Jo nes
Paintsville Bd. of Education
O ifford R . Cassady
Rowan County Schools
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TITLE Ill PROJECT

Team Teaching
Continuous ProgressPre-School
Non- Graded
Developmental Reading
Curriculum Development
Educational Cult ural
Teacher Aides
Enrichment
Extended Special Education
Occup a tional Education and Guidan ce

A

EASTERN KENTUCKY EDUCATIONAL
DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION
925 Winchester Avenue
Ash land, Kent ucky 41 101
Edwin R. Jones , Di rector
Frank Hamil ton, As sistant Director

COOPERATION

PAINTSVILLE BOARD OF EDUCATION
Dr. Joe Conl ey, Chairman
Mrs. Rebecca Lewis, Chairman
Cl arence C. Coope~
Jo hn R. Cooper
Davi d S. Jones

EASTERN KENTUCKY EDUCATIONAL DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION
T h e work presented herein was performed pursuan t to a Gran t from the U. S,
Department of /f ealth, Education, and \Ye/fare, Of fice of Education.

PAINTSVILLE BOARD OF EDUCATION

A RfGIONAL VEHICLE FOR CHANGE

From its very beginnings Eastern Kentucky 's
Title III, E. S. E. A. project has been a regional
cooperative endeavor by superintendents to bring
about needed educational change .
In 1965 these
dedicated educators foT'TTled the Eastern Kentucky
Educational Development Corporation as a vehicle
for bringing about creative efforts in education.
Before this project, "Foundation for Educational
Innovations," could become a reality, one of the
Zocal boards of education hctd to accept the role
of fiscal agent .
Superintendent Oran Teater ' s
Paintsville Independent Board of Education accepted this challenging responsibility .

EKEDC BOARD OF DIRECTORS

District 1

Martin
Johnson

Oran Teater, Supt. Paintsville
Independent Schools
David Jones, Board Member

District 2

Boyd
Greenup

Dr. James Graham, Supt.
Ashland Independent Schools

District 3

Carter
Lewis

Foster Meade , Supt.
Lewis County Schools

District 4

Lawrence
Elliott

William Cheek, Supt.
Lawrence County Schools

District 5

Pike
Floyd

Carl Hatcher, Supervisor
Pike County Schools

Local superintendents serving as members of the
EKEDC Board of Directors, meet the third Tuesday of
each month to administer the project .
Paintsville
Independent's superintendent serves as president of
this board.
Liaison between the Board of Directors
and the fiscal agent is performed by one Zay member
of the Paintsville Board of Education .
The nine
local school administrators serving on EKEDC ' s Board
are elected to rotating terms, so that three new members are elected yearly .

District 6

Mason, Robertson
Fleming, Bracken

District 7

Bueford Risner, Supt .
Bath
Rowan
Bath County Schools
Montgomery

District 8

Menifee
Morgan
Magoffin

In responding willingly to the task of supervising their Region VII pi•oject, these already busy
men have each travelled over 5100 miles and invested over 93 days of valuable time .

District 9

Breckinridge

AN AVMINISTRATIVE MOVEL FOR CHANGE

Other local admini8trators generously serve on
regional seminars and special committees to guide
program assessment, design and evaluation . It is
this active in- put from each local district which
makes Region VII ' s Title III project truly a cooperative one .

Earle D. Jones, Supt.
Maysville Ind . Schools

Walton Jones , Supt.
Morgan County Schools
Randal Hart

These progressive men and women, who steer this
innovative project , assessed local need s, selected
new progr ams, observed exemplary practices, utilized
consultant s , developed guidelines, disseminated the
information , and involved the lay public to build
their Foundation for Educational Innovation .

Appendix C

SURVEY AND ASSESSMENT
INSTRUMENTS

73

INSTRUCTIONS
Respond to all of the items on the attached forms. Conside r each item
carefully. This assessment of existi ng school programs will be important to
the school administration and staff as they search for new ways to provide a
better program.
Check e ach item in one space to indicate the degree or ex tent that it exis ts
in your school. If the statement is not c l e ar e nough to be unde rstood, if not
important in your school system, or if not we ll e nough obs e rve d, use the last space
~nd ma rk an (X) unde r the O whi ch means other.
Mark (X) very clearly on the ans1>Je r shee t: (VP) ve ry poor; (P) poor;
(F) fair; (G) good; (VG) ve ry good; (0) othe r - not c l ea r; not obse rve d~
or not important in your sc hool sys t em .
EXAMPLE:

VP
The working relationsh ip whi ch exis ts
bc t 1tJee n students and t eache rs is:
I I

p

F

G

VG

0

LJ

LJ

~

_11

0

Mark on the answe r shee t the cat egory whi ch appl ic s to you.
1.

Te ache r:

Hi gh Sc hool

2.

Administrator

3.

Othe r School Employee

4.

Stude nt

5.

Lay Publi c

El eme ntary

Mark (X) ve ry clearly in the appropriate co lumn to the right,
(VP) ve ry poor; (P) poor; (F) fair; (G) good; (VG) very good; (0) other.
1.

Encouragement to pupils in off e r i ng suggestions and assisting in the regul ation
of the ir own school we lfare is:

2.

The degree to whi ch emphasis is pl ace d upon nee ds, interests, an d abilities
of the pup I I (student) is:

J.

The working re l ations hip that exis ts between stud&nts end teachers I':

4.

The ,,,ork i ng re l ationship that ex ists between teachers and pare nts is:

5. To date our efforts and ac hi e veme nts in providing spec ial education programs
for various groups (emotionally disturbe d, mentally reta rde d, slow lea rne r,
physi cally handi cappe d, and tal e nted) a re:
6.

The emph a sis in special prov1s1ons for the rapid l ea rne r as compared wit h
othe r spec ial groups is:

7.

The program of guidance for the hi gh school grades is:

8.

The progr am of guidance for the e lementary grades is:

9.

The progr ams of guidance designe d to provide for i ndividual diffe rences in
student abi I iti e s is:

10,

Opportunities for vocational training (Home Ee., Trade s, Industry) are :

11.

The emphasis that is placed upon desirabl e stude nt behavior and attitude is:

12.

The variety of choice s in ext r acurri cular ac tiviti es and stude nt organizations
(sports, intramu r a ls, dr ama, musi c , Hi-Y, e tc,) is:

13.

The regul a r sche dule of me dical and de ntal he alth e xaminations is:

14.

The program for working with students having spec ia l hea lth problems is:

15.

The school lunch program 1s re l a t e d to qua ntity, qua lity, and va riety in the
me nu is:

16.

The cost of sc hool lunches a s re late d to pupil ability to pay is:

17.

The pe rce ntage of pupil participa tion in the s chool lunch program is:

18.

The progr am de ve lope d for pupil-teac he r confe re nces is:

1~ .

Procedures and s chedules for Pare nt-Teacher conferences are:

20.

The

school emph;:isis on initiative , re sourceful thinking , a nd individual or
· ~: 1 group proj e cts for pupils is:

21.

> i::-:?r'l lly , the pe rsonal appea rance of our t eache rs in the c lassrooms is:

22.

Teache r attit ude s of he lpfulness and conside ration toward childre n and the
sc hool are :

(VP) ve ry poor; (P) poor; (F) f a ir; (G) good; (VG) ve ry good ; (0) othe r.

2j ,

The leve l of respect give n to t eache rs as citize ns in t he l oca l commun i ty is:

24.

The use of gene ra l purpose rooms f or spec ia l programs (gymnas ium, audiovisua l, assembly, et c .) Is :

25. The degree to whi ch the gene ral publi c is commi t t ed to t he idea that require d
costs of e ducat ion re pre se nt a sound i nvestme nt is:
26.

In our school distri c t the methods use d in deve loping publi c unde rstanding
th at good schools cost mone y i s :

27,

The exte nt to which the Board of Education is composed of dedica t e d peopl e
who promote a sound school program is:

28 .

The degree to whi ch the Board of Educa tion acts to be nef i t school programs
despite a ll a dve rse publi c pressure is:

29. The policy of the Board of Educa tion in keeping its mee tings ope n to the
pub 1 l c Is:

30.

The poli cy of the Board of Educa tion in e ncouraging pa rt ici pation by the
publi c in matte rs of school improvement or cr i ticism of board polici es is:

J l.

For an adequate program of studi es the numbe r of students e nroll e d in each
school at the e lementary leve l is :

32.

For an adequat e program of studi es the numbe r of students enr oll e d in each
school at the secondary leve l is:

33.

The location of school buildings in re lation to stude nt tr ave l time is:

34.

The program of school building ma inte nance and sanit ation is:

35 . The obility of our prese nt school buildings to accommoda t e neede d curr i culum
ac tiviti es Is:
36.

Provisions for a ll type s of adequa t e e quipme nt t o se rve our schools are:

J7.

Encouragement through the Board of Educa t ion to institute programs t aking
advantage of the se rvice s , finance s, and pe r sonne l of othe r public age nci e s
Is:

38.

The publ ic sentime nt towa rd school financi al organi za tion and ope r ation is:

39 . The provision for an adequa t e numbe r of buses is :
40.

The provision for safe ope ration of buse s is :

4 1.

Va rious channe ls of communi cat i on be t wee n the school pe rsonne l and the publ ic
a r e:

42.

The ava il ability of ge ne r a l purpose rooms for spec if ic programs {gymnas ium,
audio-v i sua l, assembly, etc.) Is :

(VP} very poor; (P} poor; (F} fair; (G} good; (VG} ve ry good; (0) othe r.
43.

The relationship which ex ists between the school system and PTA groups is:

44. The degree of administrative encourageme nt to certified pe rsonne l to
parti c ipate in profe ssional mee tings evidenced by substitute t eache rs and
compensa tion policies is:
45.

The planned program of ori e ntation each year for new teachers is:

46. Generally the observance of the t eache r-pupil ratio of 25- 30 pe r pe riod as
recommended by the State Oepartme nt of Education is:

47. The profe ssional attitude of t eache rs toward the community and school is:
48.

The extent to which teachers are assigne d to t each in the area of the ir
highest qualifications and interests is:

49,

The involvement of committee s working to effec t curricu lum improvement Is:

50.

The extent to which t eachers are rea lly available and approachabl e in mee tin g
stude nt or pare nt problems is:

51.

The involvement of teacher groups in evaluation proce dures is:

52.

The t eache r pay for supe rvision of
regular school day is:

53.

The work done by the administrative l eaders Is:

extracurricular activiti e s outside the

54. The exte nt to whi ch qualifi ed substitute t eache rs are availabl e Is:
55.

Teache r a nd staff sa lar ies in suppl ement to basic support of the foundation
program are:

56.

Teacher encouragement to students in the use of c rea t ive ideas is:

57.

Teache r creativ ity and imagi nat ion in working wi th pupils are :

58.

The willing acceptance of extra curri cul ar t a sks by t eache rs is:

59.

Teache r attempts to instill c ivi c attitudes in stude nts arc:

60.

The use of a standing committee to plan for in-se rvice trai ning of staff is:

61 .

Practi ce in asking for maximum numbe r of in-se rvice days supporte d by the
Founda tion Program is:

62.

The s : hool poli cy of using in-service training in specia l programs supported
by Fe de ral moni e s is:

63.

Mate rials and space for the professional library are:

64.

The administration's intere st in t eacher security and we l fare as ref lec t ed
through a fair salary scal e and good working conditions is:

(VP) very poor; (P) poor; (F) fair; (G) good; (VG) very good; (0) other.

65 .

The prov1s1on for libe ral si ck l eave and other fringe benefits as compared
with othe r s chool districts in the state is :

66.

The program of "grouping" students to meet specifk needs is:

67.

The us e of the community resources (pe rsonne l and materials) to enrich student
expe riences is:

68 .

The involvement of t eachers in deve loping salary schedules an d othe r policies
re late d to their ~,e l !·bei ng is:

69 .

Provisions made for clerical assistants or t eacher aids to re li eve t eachers
of non-professional chore s are :

70.

The assistance given by the princ ipal in improv i ng the quality of instruction
is:

71.

The cooperation of school l eade rs and staff represe ntatives in developing
f inance policies affec ting the total staff and school program is:

72.

Equal treatment to various curriculum areas in providing equipment and personne l is:

73.

The degree to ~,hi ch school l eaders as sume their appropriate roles in impl ement·
ing pol icy decisions is:

74.

The deve lopme nt and communi cation of work regulations and rates of pay to a ll
non- ce rtifi ed emp loyees is:

75. The exten t to whi ch individual needs of stude nts a re ref lec t ed in the planning
of school polici es and programs is:
76.

The school l eaders' re cognition of nee d for in-service improvement through
the ir own involvemen t in refreshe r course s and professional organizations
is:

77.

The school polici e s and proce dure s in the se lection of school l eade rs are :

78. Teache r nnd staff attitudes towa rd salary, si ck l eave, and other fringe
be nefits a re :

79. The exte nt to which the loca l district has e stablished a loca l tax levy to
support a qua lity educa tiona l progr nm is :
80.

The degree to which the supe rinte ndent bases his deci sions for staffing upon
the recommendation from princ ipa ls, instructional supe rvisors, and othe r
school pe rsonne l is:

81.

The s chool program to e nhance the moral, e thica l, and cultura l development of
the student is:

.,

.
(VP} ve ry poor ; (P} poor; (F} f a ir; (G) good; (VG) ve ry good; (0) othe r.

82.

Adm i nistr ative inte re st i n the pe rsona l we lfa re of the school staff a s shown
by sa l a r y, si ck l eave, a nd othe r frin ge be ne f i t prov'lsions i s :

83.

The eff ec tivene s s of s chool l ea de r e fforts to insure a s chool program free
of unnecessary inte rruptions to the t eaching and l ea rn i ng process is :

84.

The a dmin i strative unde rstand ing of nee d for basi c school fac i liti e s a nd
e qu i pme nt to ca rry out the t eaching job is :

85. The a dministra tive e ncouragement to t eache rs to eva lua t e the s chool program
for ~ontinue d improvement is :

86.

The l eve l of a dministrative conce rn with re ga rd to the pre ve ntion of stude nt
dropouts is:

87.

The deg r ee to whi ch the a dministra tive -supe rv i sory pe rsonne l used public
re l a t i ons cha nne ls in informin g the p~blic of school mutte rs i s:

88. The degree to which tAe pe opl e of a ll soc io-e conomic l eve ls f ind s chool
le~ de rs r eady to liste n an d discuss school matte rs on a fri e ndly basis
appea rs to be ~

89.

The leve l a t whi ch the s chool progr am ope r a t e s a s a t eem unde rt aking involving
the Boa rd of Educa tion with school l eade rs and othe r re pre se nta tive s chool
pe r sonne l is:

90.

The deg ree t o whi ch the school li br a ry is ade quate (space , re f e re nce books,
pe rsonne l, mate r ials , a nd e qu i pme nt) is:

91.

The progr am of providing free t ex tbooks and suppli e s to nee dy stude nts is:

92.

Prac tice s in expe r ime nt i ng with d i ffe re nt kinds of instructiona l methods a re :

93 . The cons i de r ation g ive n to t eam t eaching is:
94.

Our ex t e nt of involveme nt in ung rade d primary situat ions is:

95 .

Our pract ice s in home visitati ons for purpose s of unde rst anding pupil probl ems
~re:

96.

Our pr ac t i ce s in soci~ I s e rv i ce s re nde re d to nee dy pupils a re :

97. The de gree to whi ch the I ibra ry is us e d for ref e rence work and re sea rc h is:
98.

Progre ss i n our e fforts to mod i fy loca l s chool e nrollme nts so tha t e l eme nta ry
or hig h s c hool students wi ll numbe r 600 or more is:

99.

The deg ree of s a t i sfac tion in the structure and ope ra tion of f e der a l programs
in c::ducat ion is:

100.

The e fforts to identify and provide for all kinds of spec ia l student groups
a re :

'

'

Additional Comments Page
Since t hi s ins trument is not a ll conclusive and is not des i gned for a specific
s ~hooi district, we ~, ish that you ns a re sponde nt would inc lude any a dditiona l
comme nts you feel a re ve ry import ant to your school system and we re not i nc luded.
Each question or comment you a dd may be he lpful in instituting e b~tter school
program in your school district.
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l 02.

103 .

104.

10o.

107.

108.

109.
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- Non-Ce rtifi e d Employee

-
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VP P

F

G VG 0
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F
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I NT ROD UCTION

Region VII's Title III project is the result of a democratic approach
by the Region's Superintendents to take advantage of creanve efforts in
education. A spontaneous feeling for needed educanonal change existed
among these administrators who cooperated to form a regional THle III,
E. S. E. A. Project entitled "Foundat ion for Educatwnal lnnovations" .

Several innovative approaches to educational problems ar e in
various stages of development in each of the participating school dis trict s.
The evaluation committee , representing the region 's admimstrators and
teachers, has designed this evaluation instrument to help establish some
landmarks. The purpose of this instrument is to r eflect tl1e opinions of
those involved in the programs devel oping in Region VIl , and also to reflect
the effectiveness of the process us ed to bring about change.

The data obtained. from the analysis of tJ1is instrument shall be
used to meet the requirements of the U. S. Office c:oncernmg evaluation
of Title III projects. The Committee feels , however, that the most s ignificant use of this data will be made by each local districr as it rmplements its
local innovative program.

Summary of Objectives
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" Foundation for Educational Innovation" proJect has been operative
under the following objeccwcs:

l.

To develop an operational educational leadersh1p model.

2.

To develop a component oI Lhe educational model by assessing educational
needs of the local school dist:n cts.

3.

To devel op a component of the educatJ.onal model by guiding each
school district in tht:: selection of one operational project basec- upon
local need .

4.

To develop a c omponent of the educational leadership model by developing
,li

high degree of ~taf.f competency m rrnplementing new programs through

in-service acUvjHes.

5.

To deveJop a component of the educational model by engaging in on-site
v isitation of similar exemplary models .

6.

To develop a non-graded primary model for in-servke observation and
study.

83

Instructions

Respond to all of the items on the attached forms. Consider each item
carefully. This evaluation instrument will be important in establishing guidelines
for change in the local school districts of Region VII, Eastern Kentucky.
Place a check in one of the blocks or spaces provided under each item.
Under the Innovative Programs section of this instrument a final page is provided
for additional comments. Please respond fully and freely in relating your reactions
and experiences with the program developing in your school.

Example:

Rate your personal involvement in the program.

CJCJ CJ~ CJ
Moderately High degree Partial
involved
of
involvement

Participant

None

ATTITUDINAL SURVEY FOR ADMTI\JISTRATORS, TEACHERS, STAFF

1. The Innovative Program for your School(s) was '. ~rived from the followrng source s:

CJ CJ CJ I ' CJ
Our
choice

Admin .
Recommend .

Realization
of commo!l
need

Adv i sed

Other
source

c h.01ce

2. fad1cate your attitudes :-elative to the adequacy of your existing facilitie s for
the full implementation of the selected program:

LJ CJ
Adequate
with
modification

inadequate

i
Doubtful
questionable

'Adequate!

CJ

Appropriate

3. Indicate your feelings relative to the correlation (:-ealization) of level of aspiration and expectation regarding our innovative program.

D
High

CJ CJ CJ CJ
Complete

Low

Significant

Doubtful

4 . Indicate your attitudes relative to personnel involve ment in the initial
phas es of orientation and initiation:

f7 CJ f7 Ii CJ
Wide
involvement

Highly
selective
involvement

Partial
involveme:::tt

Full
faculty

Total involvement
of s chool's
"publics"

5. Indicate your feelings regarding selective sites fer mnovative programs :

CJ CJ
Satisfied

Dissatisfied
or don't
know

Doubtful

CJ D
Fully
s a tis fied

Would have
preferred
more sites

6. Rate your enthusias m regarding Program Progress at the moment:

LJ CJ :7 CJ CJ
Enthused

Highly
optimistic

Doubtful

Opti mistic

Highly
enthused

2

7. Rate your concept of your faculty's enthusiasm r egarding program progres s at
the moment:

D

Enthused

Lghly I 10pumis1

CJ

IDoubtlw 1.

D

~

Highly
opt.un.ist ic

enthused

8. Rate your per sonal involvement in the program.

Loderal
mvolved

LgTldeLe D

Partial

Partici.pant

of involvement

9. Rate your pr ojected involem ent m terms of the ti me element:

tiJ D

13/4

1/ 2 time

CJ
1/4 ti me

c:=J □

1 O. Indicate your attitudes regarding st aff adequacy m relationship to probable
pr ogram s uccess in terms of objective fulfillment·

□equaJ AdeqJ

!Doubtful

& appropriate

I D

Adequate
& Appr op.

CJ

Inadequate and/ or
inappropr iate

11. Indicate your attitudes relative t o the desirabili ty of change in objectives:

LodliicaL

D

Some
s pecific
change.

Lwre l D

Questj onable

need for
change

LmpJ
overhaul

12. lndi.cate your attitudes r egarding the E . K. E . D. C . cooperating and c oor dinating s taff:

D

Adequate

□ DD
Doubtful

D

F ully adequat e Adequate
Inadequate or
and/or appt'o - or
ina ppr opr iat e
priate .
a ppropr iate

3

13. Indicate your attitudes relative to the extent and completeness of orientation pri r
to the initiation of innovatlve Program·

CJ

Completely
s atJsfac tory

Reasonabl y
complete

~omcwhatl

DD
Adequate

Inadequate

incomplete

14. Indicate your attitudes relative to the appropriatenes ~ and adequacy of the consulting personnel. (Indicate personnel involved).

CJ

Left som ething to be
desired
NAMES:

L stionL

lequaJ ~□
&
appropriate

Top
quality

Not
satisfactory

15. Indicate your attitudes relative to the appropriateness of personnel involved
in the site select10n for. the Innovative Program for your school system.

D D CJ CJ D
Questionable

Not
satisfactory

Top
qual1cy

Adequate &
appropriate

Left some-

thing to be

desired .

16. What response did you hear .from your colleagues following the visitation to an
an exemplary program.

D D CJ Lesliole IDisappjted
Highly
elated

Elated

Pleased

experience

17. Indicate your attitudes relative to the appropriateness of the type of innovative
program visited in terms of your own st.:hool •s needs :

CJ D
Relevant

Highly
relevant

CJ D D
Questjonable

Irrevelant

Adaptable with
bignificant
relevance

18. Indicate your attitudes regarding opportunities mvolved and afforded in personal
involvement m workshop participation:

CJ D
Great
involvement

Significant
involvement

CJ D
Involvement

L1.ttle
invclvement

CJ

No
involvement

4

19. Indicate your attitudes relative to increa:;ed rohes1veness of staff due to close
involvement and association wi.t.h and in p-r-og:r-:un development and initiation:

p
difference

~

ISignIT1c.L

increase
rncrea9e U1
m cohesi.veness Cohes ive ness.

:::2

Lttle Jrease

cohesiveness in cohesiveness.

20. lndi.cate your attitude regardi.ng the desLcabihty of applicable community involvement

CJ

Questionable

Lghly

7 1Exmm1 CJ

des irable

Undesirable

desirable

21. Indicate your attitude relative to the realJ.zalion of the pre-determined objective
for the program for your school.

ICompleJly
realized

CJ Lject1
Adequately
realized

altered

IPartiall)
realized

CJ

Significantly
realized

22. Nature of the relationship with ex.isting st atutory codes relative to the realization
of program objectives :

D

No
conflict

D D Ll
Some
conflict

Gr-eat
confuct

AssJSte~
the program

23. Degree of assistance and cooperation obtained from our regional institutions of
Higher Education:

~ D
involved

Negligible
assistance

lmdiffej Lwmg1 ~
lacla.og
.ce:sources

cooperative

24. Looking ba ck with retrospect, in view of the available funds, did you feel that
your school received its propornonate share. 1nd tcate your feeling:

CJ
No

D CJ D
Don 't know

Not sure

Perh1.ps

D

Undoubtedly
yes .

IN1\IOV ATJV E PROGRAM
1. Check the 1nnov.c1.tive program developmg rn your school·

ContiJiuou::, Prog.
Team Teachmg
Pre School
Ed. Cult, Enxkh.
0 c . Ed. & Guidance

Reacting
Non Graded
D \::V

Ex, . Spe-..: . Ed.

Curr. Dev.
Teacher Aides

2 . Plea ~e rare the ef fort m your school.

□□□ DD
Appropriate
& Adequate

Adequate

Need some
mod1.fication
& addition

Doesn 't
fully meet
our needs .

Improper

3. Indicate the adtqua.cy of planning for tl1e program for your school:

DC~ □
Appropri.ate
& a dequate

Adequate

D

Somew bat
lnadeq uat:e

Improper

4 . Incbcate the adeqt1acy of existing facilities (ie . ha:rdware & equipment) for the
program m your school:

□ DD □□

Appropriate
& adequat12

adequate

Adequate
with
additions

NecessJtated
program
alterauon

wholly
inadequate

5. lnrucate the adequa y of existing phys1caJ facilities (rooms, s pace, etc. ) for the
program in your. ~c hool:

D

Appropriate
& adequate

D

Adequate

D

Adeq·t1ate
w/facjlity
rnodi(1cat10n

[es.Jted D
program

Wholly
.inadequate

al tera!J.on

6. Ind.Lcd.te the deg1:ee of provision for an a ppropri.ace resource materials center
(printed rnateri.aJe , films, records, etc. ) to comple ment tne program in your school:

~L LequaJ
& adeg_llate

Lqua,J Lparj
w/ program
modificauon

program
~uccess

D

Wholly
inadequate

2

7. Indicate the degree of provision for individualized instruction which is essential
to the success of the program in your school:

CJ CJ CJ CJ CJ
Appropriate
& adequate

Adequate

Limited
Little
adequacy &
prov1s10n
appropriateness possibl e

None

8 . Indicate the degree of provision for the continuous evaluation which is essential
to the success of the program in your school :

CJ CJ CJ CJ CJ
Appropriate
& adequate

Adequate
provision

Limited
provision

Periodic
provision

None

9. Indicate the degree of provision for the utilization of a uxiliary personnel
(teacher aides) in the program in your school:

CJ CJ CJ CJ CJ
Appropriate
& adequate

Adequate
provision

Inadequate
provision

Provision
for limited
utilization

None

10. Indicate the evolvement of the curriculum as a by-product of your program:

CJ CJ CJ CJ CJ
A highly
desirable
entity

To be
expected

A necessary
outcome

Some
reservations

Undesirable

11. Identify the specific indicated directional curriculum change:

CJ CJ CJ CJ CJ
Undesirable

Change
should be
minimal

Moderate

Highly
desirabl e

Highly desirabl e
and necessary

12. Indicate the desirability of change in such areas as; teaching techniques, time
element involved, and planning:

CJ D
Change
desirable

Which area?

Change
mandatory

CJ CJ CJ
Little
change
necessary

--------------

Continuous
change
essential

No change
indicated
to date
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Attitudinal Survey for Administrators, Teachers, Staff
Part I.

TABLE PERCENTAGE (Tenths of a per cent) (Difference from
100. 0 r_oundi11g)

Questions:

(1) The Innovation Program for your school(s) were derived
from the following sources:
1
2
3
4
5

-

Other Source
Our Ch9ice
Admin. Recommend
Advised·Choice
Realization of common need

.6
31.8
27.4
6.4
33.8

'ioo.o

Total

(2) Indicate your attitudes relative to the adequacy of
your existing facilities for the full implementation
of the selected program:
l - Doubtful questionable
2 - Inadequate

3 - Adequate-w/modification
4 - Adequate
5 - A_ppropriate

4.0
21.5
49.2
20.3

..fil

100.0 Total
(5) Indicate your feelings regarding selective sites for.
innovative programs:
.l
2
3
4
5

-

Dissatisfied or don't know
Doubtful
Would have perferred more sites
Satisfied
Fully satisfied

11.2

5.3
20.0
48.2
15.3
100.0 Total

(6) Rate your enthusiasm regarding Program Progress at the
moment:
l
2
3
4
5

-

Doubtful
Optimistic
Highly optimistic
Enthused
Highly enthused

0.1
45.3
7.6
27.9
11.0

100.0 Total
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(8)

Rate your personal involvement in the program:

1 - None
2 - Partial
3 - Participant
4 - Moderately involved
5 - High degree of involvement

4.5
16.3
38.8
15.2
25.3

100.0 Total
(10) Indicate· your attitudes regarding staff adequacy in relationship to probable program success in terms of objective
fulfillment:

l
2
3
4
5

-

Inadequate.and/or inappropriate
Doubtful ,
Adequate
Adequate and appropriate
Fully adequate and appropriate

2.9
, 9.9
-54.4
21.1
11.7

100.0 Total
. (11) Indicate your attitude relative to the desirability of

change in objective:
1
2
3
4
5

-

Complete overhaul
Questionable
Definite need for change
Some specific change
Modification

2.4
16.2
7.2

21.0
53.3

100.0 Total
(12) Indicate your attitudes regarding the EKEDC cooperating
and coordinating staff:

1
2
3
4
5

-

Inadequate or inappropriate
Doubtful
Adequate ·
Adeauate or appropriate
Fully adequate and/or appropriate

3.8
7.5
42.5
27.5
18.8

100.0 Total
(14) Indicate your attitudes relative to the appropfiateness
and adequacy of the consulting persoMel:
1
2
3
4
5

-

Not satisfactory
Questionable
Left something to be desired
Adequate and appropriate
Top quality

.60
3.70
6.10
61.00
28.70
100.00 Total
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(16) What response did you hear from your collegues following

the visitation to an exemplary program:
1 - Disappointed
2 - Questionable experience
3 - Pleased
4 - Elated
5 - Highly elated

4.8
9.0
56.3
13.8
16.2

100:0 Total
(17) Indicate your attitudes relative to the appropriateness
of the type of innovative program visited in time of
your school's needs:
l
2
3
4

-

Irrevelant
Questionable
Relevant
Adaptable with significant
relevance
5 - Highly relevant

4.3
11.2

36.0

34.2
14.3

100:0 Total
(18) Indicate your attitudes regal'ding opportunities involved

and afforded in personal involvement in workshop participation:
1
2
3
4
5

-

No involvement
Littie involvement
Involvement
Significant involvement
Great involvement

4.7
8.3
32.5
33.l
21.3

100:0 Total

(19) Indicate your attitudes relative to increased cohesiveness
of staff due to close involvement and association with
and in program development and initiation:
1
2
3
4

-

No difference
Little increase in cohesivene.ss
Increased cohesiveness
Significant increase in
cohesiveness
5 - Great increase in cohesiveness

10.2
8.4
42.5
30.5
8.4

100:0 Total
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(20) Indicate your attitude regarding the desirability of
_ ~pplicable community involvement:
1
2
3
4
5

-

Undesirable
Questionable
Desirable
Highly desirable
Extremely desirable

.o
15.8
54.4
21.6
0.2

ioo.o

Total

(21) Indicate your attitude relative to the realization of the
pre-determined obj~ctive for the program for your school:
1
2
3
4
5

-

Partially realized
Objectives altered
Significantly realized
Adequately realized
Completely realized

52,1
5.5
5,5
30,3
6.7
100.0 Total

(23) Degree of assistance and cooperation obtained from our
regional institutions of Higher Education:

1 - Indifferent
- Negligible -assistance
- Not involved
- Willing .but lacking resources
- Fully cooperative

2
3
4
5

,6
3,8
10,8
13.3
71,5

ioo.o Total

(24) Looking back with retrospect, in view of the available
funds, did you· feel that your school received its
proportinate shar'e:
1 - No

2
3
4
5

-

Don't know
Not sure
Perhaps
Undoubtedly yes

10.1
31.0
17,9
14,9
26,2
100.0 Total
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Part II.

INNOVATIVE PROGRAM

Questions: (2)

Please rate the effort in your school:

1 - Improper
2 - Doesn't fully meet our needs
3 - Need some modification and
addition
4 - Adequate
5 - Appropriate·and adequate
(3)

1 - Improper

3 - Somewhat inadequate
4 - Adequate
5 - Appropriate and adequate

1
2
3
4
5

-

(5)
1
2
3
4
5

-

ioo.o

Total

Indicate the adequacy of planning for the program of
your school 1 .

2 - Inadequate ·.

(4)

39.7
39.7
9.8

1.2
4.0
26.6
47.4
20.0
100.0 Total

Indicate the adequacy of existing facilities (i.e.
hardware and equipm~nt) for the program in your school:
\'/holly inadequate
Necessitated program alteration
Adequate with additions
Adequate
Appropriate and adequate

4.7
8.7
54.1
26.2
6.4
100.0 Total

Indicate the adequacy of existing physical facilities
(items, space, etc.) for the program in your school:
Wholly inadequate
Necessitated program alteration
Adequate w/facility modification
Adequate
Appropriate and adequate

12.4
11.3

48.6
23.2
4.5
100.0 Total
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(6)

l
2
3
4
5

-

(7)

Indicate the degree of provision for an appropriate
resource materials center (printed materials, films,
records, etc.) to complement the program in your school:
Wholly inadequate
Jeopardize program success
Adequate w/program modification
Adequate
Appropriate and adequate

1
2
3
4
5

-

ioo.o

Total

Indicate the degree of provision for individualized
instruction which is essential to the· success of the
program in your school:

l - None
2 - Little provision possible
3 - Limited adequacy and
a11propriateness
4 - Adequate
5 - Appropriate and adequate
(a)

10.7
7.7
37.9
33.1
10.7

1.1
14.9
41. 7
34.9
7.4
100.0 Total

Indicate the degree of provision for the continuous
evaluation which is essential to the success of the
program in your school:
None
Periodic provision
Limited provision
Adequate provision
Appropriate and adequate

1.2
14.l
37.1
32.9
14. 7

ioo.o

Total

(11) Identify the specific indicated directional curriculum
change:
l
2
3
4
5

-

Undesirable
Change should be minimal
Moderate
Highly desirable
Highly desirable and necessary

.o
9.5
65.2
18.4
7.0

ioo.o

Total
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Dissemination Plan
Region VII, Title III, E.S.E.A.
I.

The information input system should be standardized so that key
persons, including dissemination persons regularly see the inflow
of materials.
A.

Routing slips should be attached to each incomming publication
with dissemination staff on the list.

B.

Publications to be periodically scanned should include the
following:
American Education,
The American School Board Journal,
American Teacher,
Education USA,
,NEA Journal,
KEA Journal,
Phi Delta Kappan,
The PTA Magazine, and
Trends in School Public Relations.

c.

Daily reading of newspapers is refommended to build education
clipping file.

D.

Review of the following publications by dissemination staff would
be profitable:

,

The Elementary School Journal,
Research in Education (ERIC),
Repo~ts Digest

(u.s.

Office of Education), and

NEA Research Bulletin (NEA).
II. Set up ,Good Filing System

A.
B.

C.
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Public Relations file on regional personnel, EKEOC Administrators,
and Consultants should be implemented.

A backlog of information will be accumulated that can be used in
stories, reports, brochures, etc. A dual filing system can best
serve this function.
1.

File by months of the year: It will be helpful to review what
was written and released a year ago or two years ago.

2.

File by subjects: a second copy of each news release or other
report should be filed by topic or division (Special Education,
Team Teaching, Teacher Aides, etc.). This same folder can
hold clippings of articles, rough drafts, and the original
data on which the article was based.

3.

Photograph file:

4.

Line drawings file: charts, maps and sketched illustrations
should be indexed and filed. ,

5.

Photo prints should be indexed and stored with photo negatives.

photographs should be indexed and stored.

Mailing list system should be simplified and kept up-to-date,
1.

Multiple addressing system should be carried through

2.

List should be catagorized for select groups:
Newspapers
Radio-TV stations
Superintendents
Teachers
State Department of Education
u. S. Office of Education

3.

III.

Appalachian Regional Commission
Program Development Office
Title III Projects

Systems permitting grouping of name plates, cards or stencils
by zip codes permit faster mailing and can result in saving
on postage by qualifying for special rate classifications.

Types of Media to Be Used for Disseminating Region VII, Title III
E. S. E. A. Information
A.

Innovator (newsletter) layout ang design, plus production should
be refined.
1.

Training of E. K. E, D. c. staff by commercial company for
most effective use of the offset duplicator.

2.
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Training for staff in use of typewriters, for better justified
right margin copies.

3.

Camera should be made available for use by staff members to
build photo file.
a.) Need basic training for getting good 5 x 7 and 8 x 10
glossies for Innovator and news release use.
b.) Camera can also be used to prepare special copy for
offset plates.

B.

"Directors Progress Reports" should be organized for "business
style" brief reporting each month. Make use of charts, etc.

C.

Brochures to describe local programs being developed by local
schools•
1.

Conferences should be held to pinpoint priorities and identify
specifics to be written-up.

2.

Good photographs are needed to make effective brochures,

3.

Standardized publication sizes should be used unless unusual
format is needed.
a.)

Use 3 3/4 x 8 1/2 - to fit business size envelope.

b.)

Use 6 x 9 inches - size of most shelved volumes.

c.) Use 8 1/2 x 11 inches - ordinary letter size.
d.)
4.

Plan sizes which can be folded to fit the above dimensions
for easier, less costly mailing.

Use School Photojournalism --- Telling Your School Story in
Pictures - $2.00, National School Public Relations Association
as a good source.

D. Speeches can be facilitated by developing a speech or public
appearance file.
1. Maintain a list of speakers and subjects to provide schools
and organizations upon request, in effect, have a speaker
bureau.
2.

Develop "set" speeches on topics that need dissemination.
a.)

This can be in the form of texts prepared for EKEDC
staff, and Regional educators for use in meetings.
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b.) Get seminar materials in an organized file.
c.) Copies of past public appearance presentations should
be filed.
3.

4.

Preparing visual aids and organizing an indexed file on the
following to illustrate speeches:
a.)

colored slides should be indexed by presentation needs
and by topics

b.)

prepare flip chart file, show card file, overhead
projector transparency file.

Speeches can be prepared by dissemination staff after a conference with the speaker, then typed, double spaced, and put
in a loose leaf binder - to include a topical outline.

a.)

Prepare extra copies for news media.

b.) Less formal speaker services can include pertinent policy
statements, current statistics, set of statements on
various topics on cards which a speaker can choose from.
c.) Develop tape file of speeches by staff and special guests.
E.

Demonstration, Convention, Seminar or Conference presentations
should be organized fo~ easier use.
l.

Conference with staff should be held to identify demonstration
needs at least l month prior to events.

2.

Draw from color slide index.

3.

Draw from flip chart index.

4.

Draw from show card index.

5.

Draw from transparency index.

6.

Develop visual aids needed to disseminate information effectively.

7.

Determine needs for handouts to be developed if not on file.

a.

Arrange for display area facility tables, background, easels,
screens, projectors, extension cards, adapter plugs, P.A.
systems.

, 9.
10.
F.
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Dissemination staff should have duplicate inventory file of
audio-visual equipment.
Order "The Conference Planner," $12.00, National School
Public Relations Association as a useful reference.

News Releases should be developed for specifically localized
publication and for state wide dissemination.

1.

Lists of newspapers and the localities they serve should be
developed.

2.

Form letters should be developed to accompany news releases.

3.

Use stock paragraph to explain Title III set up in each release.

4.

Set up a nev1s release procedure as follows:
a.)

Get-input from project administrators, other staff and
local districts.

b.) Develop the release typed and double spaced in the style
of the newspapers in the area.
(1)

Include facts, names, titles, dates, accurate
spelling. Can use "Associated Press Style Book"
for format.

(2) Localize stories by attaching list of names or other
data applying to various parts of the region or state.
(3)

Give stories a release date so all who receive it
have an equal chance to use it.

(4) Since major stories of significant developments are
preferred to a large number of brief and relatively
insignificant releases, staff conferences should
determine news release priorities to papers outside
our area. Consult with State Division of Information,
Title III, E.S.E.A., for State Department assistance
10 days in advance of needed service.
G.

Radio Releases - releases prepared for the press can be made
available to radio stations.
1.

Shorte~ versions are preferrable for radio releases--50-100
words is the suggested limit.

2.

List of radio stations for the area should be prepared for
radio dissemination purposes.
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H.

Television should not be overlooked; however, this is a difficult
area unless the use of cooperating agencies facilities for video
tape production is secured.
1.

Conferences should be held on video tape priorities for the
project.

2.

Secure the services of cooperating agencies to produce video
tape. Other agencies have the equipment. State Department
of Education can be asked to assist thru State Title III
Information Director.

3. Need many visual aides for effective video tape presentations.

I.

4.

Secure cooperation of ETV agencies and disseminate Title III
tapes through this medium.

5.

Send letters to local TV stations informing them of project
and of the intent to send releases to them.

Submit Articles to Professional Publications for state and
national dissemination.
1.

Select "human interest" features and mail to appropriate
editors for possible publication in their magazines.

2.

Prepare cover letters to accompany magazine articles explaining
the Region VII set-up.

3.

Include many quotations of actual experiences to enliven
articles.

4.

Send good photographs to those publications whose formats
make use of pictures.

5.

Update the proposal briefs appearing in PACE publications
and ERIC publications.

J. Reports - Annual reports, Evaluation reports, project summaries
and other documents should make use of communications techniques.
l.

Edit original copy for clear easy reading.

2.

Select suitable design and layout and supplement with
illustrations to serve more than just the one purpose.

3.

When news releases are prepared on or about reports, it is
desirable to send the report along with the release.

K.
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Visitations of Region VII projects by "outside" personnel should
be planned and a system.of disseminati9n developed.
l.

Brochures should be available describing objectives, procedures
staffing and facilities.

2.

Scheduling of visits should include the following considerations.
a.)

Best times for teachers and administrators to be released
from ongoing responsibilities should be determined.

b.) Consideration should be given to the least interruption
to the program visited.
3.

Slide presentation or other visual aid photographically
illustrating the project can be made to orient visitors prior
to observation.

4.

Follow-up sessions can be planned to discuss implications and
answer questions.

o.

Feedback from the visitors should be secured in form of data
and suggestions.

IV.

Develop means of evaluating dissemination techniques in cooperation
with evaluation staff.

v.

Dissemination assistance to local participating districts should be
organized.

VI.

A.

Suggest preparing a dissemination guide based on this plan but
simplified to be sent to local superintendents.

B.

Send Innovator report forms to superintendents and model schools
for news release input monthly.

c.

Offer assistance in format and layout of local publications such
as brochures.

D.

Keep a library of local publications at EKEDC office. Organize
file to include a copy of these publications by model schools.

Subscribe to the publications and take out membership in the following
professional organizations for dissemination personnel to keep
abreast of new developments and broaden knowledge in field of education
and public informationz
A.

National School Public Relations Association, 1201 Sixteenth St.
N.W. Washington, D.C.
20036
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE OF PRESS AND RADIO RELEASE ADDRESSES
Communication within the organization can best be accomplished
through memoranda, letters, and in-house publications.
Communicating with the public in Region VII can be approached
from several standpoints. One effective means of making sure parents are
reached is through having school children carry out individualized home
delivery of memoranda.
Broadest public contact, however, and dissemination given greatest
general attention, comes through mass media -- radio, television, and
newspapers. Through controlled and periodic release of dispatches. EKEDC
can keep the public abreast of district programs and its own effort.
Whenever a press or radio release is prepared and designed for a
single recipient, or a limited 11st, it should be covered by an individualized letter. General mailings may be covered by a standard preprepared letter. Copies of pre-letters, ready to mail, are in EKEDC files,
along with samples of individual-format letters.
Newspaper press releases may easily
paragraphs can be used as a radio release.

be

written so the first few

Participating superintendents should be encouraged to develop good
media relations in their districts and cultivate active cooperation by
steady use of local newspaper and radio, especially concerning programs
which can be aided through broad public knowledge and understanding.
The enclosed lists have names of 15 radio stations and 23 newspapers which provide local news coverage for Region VII. Broadcasters
and presses outside the perimeter beam into the region, but to attempt
wider coverage is not practical.
Of the stations listed, each bears a number. An enclosed list
of school districts bears the number(s) of station(s) serving the district.
The station list also delineates which stations are heard in which districts,
and uses as a cross-reference the number given districts. Similarly, a
press release for a given district would go to the newspaper with a letter
paired to a district. ·Stations bear numbers; papers, letters.
For instance, on the list of districts, Lawrence County is No. 17.
A radio news release aimed at that district would be mailed simultaneously
to radio stations 4 and 9, which cover transmitter-less Lawrence. A press
release for that district would go to newspaper "H" alone.
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INSTRUCTIOOS

Page 2

Further information which should be noted1
Stations marked with an asterisk are high-frequency and power and
cover extended territory.
Newspapers denoted "E" have their own photo-engraving plants and
can easily utilize mailed photos, but the photos must be the same size
in the engraving. Polaroid size. prints would not utilize well in most
instances.
Papers marked "0" are offset and also easily use pictures.
papers cannot use mats.

Offset

Most newspapers print at mid-week; therefore, a press release
mailed on Friday of the preceding week would ensure timely publication.
Radio releasing will have to be made under different standards.
Two factors are1 (l) timeliness and newsworthiness vs. (2) competition
between media. Most of the time, unless a set of known circumstances
dictate otherwise, the release can be mailed to all media in the same
community at the same time.
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PRESS RELEASE LIST -- NEWSPAPERS
A Ashland

Ashland Daily Independent (23,500)
Paul Sierer, Managing Editor
Box 311
Ashland, Kentucky
41101

B Augusta

Bracken Chronicle (2,433)
Mrs. Eliza~eth Thompson, Editor
Augusta, Kentucky

C Brooksville

Bracken County News (2,334)
Brooksville, Kentucky

D Flemingsburg

Fleming Gazette (2,325)
Lowell Denton, Editor
Flemingsburg, Kentucky

E*

E

41041

E Frenchburg

Menifee County Journal (1,285)
Mrs. Donald Crain, Editor
Frenchburg, Kentucky
40322

F Grayson

Journal - Enquirer (2,356)
Jim Phillips, Editor
Grayson, Kentucky
41143

0

G Greenup

Greenup News (2,174)
Margaret Reeder, Editor
Greenup, Kentucky

0

H Louisa

Big Sandy News (2,600)
Mrs. Mary Sparks, Editor
Louisa, Kentucky
41230

I Maysville

Independent - Ledger
Maysville, Kentucky
phone: 561-3351

E

J Morehead

Morehead News (3,932)
W.E. Crutcher, Publisher
Morehead, Kentucky
40351

0

K Mt. Sterling

Mount Sterling Advocate
Mount Sterling, Kentucky

L Cmingsville

Bath County News-Outlook (1,942)
Russell Metz, Editor
O.Vingsville, Kentucky
40360

0
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N Pikeville

Pike County News (5,179)
Zach Justice, Editor
Pikeville, Kentucky
41501

0 Prestonsburg

Floyd County Times (5,271)
Norman Allen, Editor
Prestonsburg, Kentucky

P Russell

Russell Times (961
Earl Mittendorf, Editor
Russell, Kentucky
41169

Q Salyersville

Salyersville Independent (1,644)
Tim Bostic, Editor
Salyersville, Kentucky
41456

R Sandy Hook

Elliott County News (1,303)
Earl Kinner, Editor
West Liberty, Kentucky
41171

S Vanceburg

Lewis County Herald (2,403)
Bernice Willim, Editor
Vanceburg, Kentucky
41179

E

T West Liberty

Licking Valley Courier (3,270)
Earl W. Kinner, Editor
West Liberty, Kentucky
41472

E

u

Portsmouth Times
Portsmouth, Ohio

V

Williamson Daily News
Williamson, w. Va,

*E - own engraving plant
*O - offset press

E

E
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PRESS RELEASE LIST - RADIO
AND

l

IVCMI

Don Rees, Manager

·es districts
4,5,33

Box 949
Ashland, Ky.

·es districts
4,5,7,33

WCTR
Ash_land, Ky.

Ron Mastin, News Director

WIRO
Box 292
Ironton, Ohio

Hal Murphy, Vice President

·es districts
4,5,ll,l2,l3,l4,33

3

'SON

4*

·es districts
ll,17,18,29,30

WGOH
· Box 487
Grayson, Ky.

Carmel Stevens

;VILLE
·es districts
15,37,9,18,6,28

5

WFTM
626 Forest Avenue
Maysville, Ky.

Don Stahl, News Director

:HEAD

6

WMOR
223½ Main St.
Morehead, Ky.

William M. Whitaker
General Manager

7

WMKY-FM

Roger Marshall
News Director

·es districts
:O, l

·es districts

Box 911
Morehead State University
Morehead, Ky.

:0

STERLING
·es districts
:4,l

8

WMST
34 Broadway
Mt. Sterling, Ky.

Bob Spradlin, News Director

iTSVILLE
·es districts
.9,32,20,16,17

9

WSIP
Box 591
Paintsville, Ky.

Jim Fyffe, News Director

VILSI

John M. Ward

:VILLE
•es districts
!7,36
•es districts
!7,36
,igh-power output

North Mayo Trail
Pikeville, Ky.
ll

WPKE
Box 2200
Pikeville, Ky.

David Collins, News Director

110
Gorman Collins, General
Manager

;TOOSBURG
res districts
15, 19, 20

1~

WDCC
59 First Avenue
Prestonsburg, Ky.

res districts

13

WPRT
1024 South Lake Drive
Prestonsburg, Ky.

David Stephens, General
Manager

:EBURG
res districts

14

WKKS

Karl Kegley, Manager

LIBERTY
res districts

15

i

1106 Fair Lane
Vanceburg, Ky.
WLKS
129 College St.
West Liberty, Ky.
TELEVISIOO

rINGTOO
res all Region VII

3

WSAZ-TV

Bos Johnson, News Director

res all Region VII

13

WHThl-TV

Dick Richmond, News Director

DISSEMINATIOO
EKEDC Region VII, Title III
E.S.E.A.
INPUT FACTORS

DISSEMINATIOO
TECHNIQUES

Adm. Bd.
of
Dir.

Maintain files to meet dissemination needs
of staff and region.

Incoming Materials

1. Public Relations file
a. Regional personnel
b. Consultants

Programs
DISSEMINATIOO
STAFF

&

Project
Regional
Districts

2. Backlog of information file
a. Brochures
dual file system by
Stories
months and .topics.
Reports

Future
Projections

3. Photograph file

Innovator
Brochures ( 8 )
Monthly
Progress Report
News Releases
Radio Releases
Video Tape
Magazine Articles
Public Appearance

Evaluation
4. Line drawings, charts, maps

Demonstrations or
display

5. Clippings file

Memorandums

Statistics

6. Speech file for speech writing services

"Flyers"
Seminars, etc.

I ,,11\
' 11·\

d

'\ /,\l . , 11\11''
1

Il \·\\,
,,

I

, l'

ii,.

'

7. Color slide index

Observation

a.

Annual Report, etc.

Transparency index

\I

9. Local district publications library

I

10. Proposal index transmittal file

........
....

